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Preface
Except where explicitly referred to in the text the work is my own; the thesis
has been composed by myself.

Abstract
Study of the interplay between dynamical systems on a space and the
topology of the space has a long and fruitful history: The Poincaré-Hopf
theorem, for example, relates the zeros of a vector field on a manifold to its
Euler characteristic; Morse theory provides the connection between critical
points of a Morse function and the homotopy of the supporting manifold.
These two examples concern special dynamical systems; respectively the flow
induced by a vector field and that induced by the gradient vector field of a
Morse function. The link between homotopy and continuous dynamical
systems in general was studied by Conley who introduced a homotopy index,
defined for all isolated invariant sets of a flow, generalising the Morse index.
The thesis has two main themes: some homological results on the Conley
index are put into a more natural homotopical context; and degenerate isolated
critical points are studied from the point of view of the Conley index theory.
A critical point of a smooth function is a rest point of the induced gradient
flow so, if isolated, has a Conley index; this is the k-sphere, Sk, if the point is
non-degenerate with Morse index k. The question as to which spaces can
occur as the Conley index of a (degenerate) critical point is addressed. It is
shown that the Lusternik Schnirelmann category of an invariant set (in general)
is at least that of its Conley index less one. Consequently, the Conley index of
a critical point can have Lusternik Schnirelmann category at most two.
Conversely, the suspension of any finite CW-complex is shown to be the Conley
index of a critical point of some function.
A degenerate critical point may be broken up into a collection of
non-degenerate points by perturbing the function in a neighbourhood of the
point. The Conley index of the degenerate point is used to study this
collection - homotopy invariants are introduced that give lower bounds on the
number of critical values obtained in this manner.
Despite its homotopical definition, much of the previous work using
methods of algebraic topology with the Conley index concentrates on the
homological properties of the index. This thesis, exploiting the definition of
the Conley index as the homotopy type of a pointed space, studies the
implications a flow on a space has on the homotopy of that space. It is shown
that S-duality relates the forward and reverse flow Conley indices, generalising
and clarifying a known Poincaré duality theorem on the homology of the
indices.
The thesis demonstrates that the Conley index may be used effectively as
a tool in the study of degenerate critical points and that a homotopical
approach to the index yields more precise information than the previously used
homological methods.
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Introduction
In the paper On Hills and Dales of 1870 [JCM], James Clerk Maxwell studied
the surface of the earth using contours

-

the level surfaces of the height from

sea level. He started by considering a level surface entirely below sea level and
discussed the changes in the level surface as it ascends until it passes the
summit of the heighest hill. He deduced that if there are p "bottoms"
(minima) and q "tops" (maxima), there are

p+q

—

2

...(O.1)

stationary points which are neither maxima nor minima. The "hills" of the
title are the collections of lines of slope starting from a given top and the
"dales" are the collection of lines of slope running to a given bottom.
Clerk Maxwell's result works for functions on the 2-sphere, S 2 . G D Birkhoff
[Bk] showed that there are equations similar to (0.1) for surfaces in general and
explained how the topology of the surfaces determined the equations. Marston
Morse realised that on an n-manifold there are n + 1 possible different types of
(non-degenerate) critical point and that there should be a relationship
generalising Birkhoff's result. These relations are the Morse inequalities [MM]:
Let M be a smooth compact n-manifold and
function

-

f : M -p JR be a Morse

a smooth function with only non-degenerate critical points (see §1.2

for definitions). Let mk be the number of critical points of index k and bk the
kth Betti number of M (bk =dim H"(M)) then
M O >bo
MO m 1 ~ b0 —b 1
m 1 + m2 ~ b0—b1-i-b2
-

MO

-

These are the Morse inequalities.

b0 - b1 +... + (-1)' b = (M), the Euler

characteristic. Viewed in this way Clerk Maxwell's result (0.1) is
MO

- m1 + m2 = ( S 2 ) = 2. The Betti numbers are homotopy invariants of

the manifold so Morse's result relates the topology of the manifold to the
functions it can support.
The proof of the Morse inequalities goes along the following lines: Consider the
set of points of M lying below a given value, v, of f,
MV = {x e M I f(x) <v}.

Start with v below the least minimum and increase

v until it is greater that the greatest maximum - like Clerk Maxwell's contours.
The topology of M° changes only when v passes a critical value; and then
MV
V1 <V2

M' U eC where Ic is the index of the critical point. Take
< ... < V. where v1 <1(x) <v8 Vx E M

and so that f [vi, v +1]

contains only one critical point.

0 = MV1 C M" 2 C ... C MIJS = M
is a filtration of M.

The Morse inequalities follow from the exact homology

sequences resulting from this filtration noticing that

M' /M" 1 = S's' where

ki is the index of the critical point in f[v,vi].
An alternative approach to the study of the relationship between f and M is to
consider the gradient flow associated with f.

Given a Riemannian metric on

the manifold the solutions of

dt

q5(x) = — Vf(x)

such that q o (x) = x define the gradient flow; the flow in the direction of
steepest descent of f.

Smale [Sm] studied a more general class of vector field

and their associated flows - Morse-Smale flows. He studied the stable and
unstable manifolds of invariant sets - Clerk Maxwell's hills and dales - and
showed that for Morse-Smale flows these give rise to a filtration of the manifold
from which the Morse inequalities follow.
3

The Conley index theory generalises Morse-Smale theory in two ways: Firstly
the flows considered are more general - in [C] Conley studies continuous flows
on Hausdorif spaces. A version of the theory has since been developed for
discrete dynamical systems [RS]. Secondly the Conley index is a generalisation
of the index of a non-degenerate critical point. It is the homotopy type of a
pointed space and is defined for all compact' isolated invariant sets. In this
situation the relationship between the topology of the space and the invariant
sets is more complicated; there need not be a filtration of the space analogous
to that in Morse-Smale theory. However, Conley and Zehnder [CZ] show that
a filtration is induced if the invariant sets can be naturally ordered by the flow
forming a "Morse decomposition" of the space. They use this to generalise the
Morse inequalities in this setting. In chapter 2 a simple proof of the existence
of such a filtration is given. It follows the analogy with Morse theory closely, a
Liapounov function playing the role of the smooth function in Morse theory.
The homology of the Conley index has been much studied by Franzosa
[Fl, F2, F3] and by McCord [McC1, McC2, McC3]. One result of McCord
[McC3] is that Poincaré-Lefschetz duality relates the forward and reverse
Conley indices: Suppose q5 t (x) is a smooth flow on an n-manifold, M, and
that S is an isolated invariant set with Conley index C(S).
invariant under the reverse flow q5" (x)

S is also

= 4_g (x). McCord shows that if

M

is orientable then

Hk(C(S))
where CTV(S) is the Conley index of S under the reverse flow. Here, in
Chapter 3, the S-dual of C(S) is identified. McCord's Poincaré-Lefschetz
duality theorem is a consequence of this stable homotopy result. This places
the homology result in its natural, stable homotopy, setting. The homology
'Compactness assumptions are removed (at the cost of weakening the invariance of the
index) by Degiovanni and Mrozek [DM].

result follows on passing from stable homotopy to homology.
Consider again smooth functions on compact manifolds. Morse theory
describes the situation where all the critical points are non-degenerate. Since
Morse functions form an open dense subset of the smooth functions on M this
is good enough for most purposes. As an example consider a manifold M
embedded in IFtN. For p E RN define L P : M - R by L(x) = lix -

p11 2

.

IIx-p 112
S
S
S
S

It turns out (see [M]) that L is a Morse function unless one is unlucky enough
to choose as p a focal point of the embedding. Since the focal set has measure
zero, L is a Morse function for almost all p. However, if you were to draw a
circle and ask your flatmates to choose the most important point they would
almost certainly go for either the "north pole", the "south pole" or the centre
of the circle - a one in three chance of hitting a focal point! In some sense
functions with degenerate critical points are naturally occurring. For example
determinant and trace functions on spaces of matrices are usually not Morse
functions.
The Conley index may be used to study isolated degenerate critical points as it
is defined for all isolated critical points - non-degenerate and degenerate. A
non-degenerate critical point of index k has the k-sphere, S', as its Conley
index. Chapter 4 is concerned with the question as to which spaces can occur
5

as the Conley index of an isolated critical point. The main result is that the
suspension of any finite CW-complex is the Conley index of some isolated
critical point. It seems likely that the converse is true - it is if the point has a
contractible neighbourhood which can be used in defining the index. In any
case it is shown that the Lusternik Schnirelmann category is at most two, ie.
the Conley index of a critical point can be covered by two open sets
contractible in the index.
An interesting question that arises is the following: Suppose c is an isolated
degenerate critical point with Conley index Sk. As far as the Conley index is
concerned the point looks like a non-degenerate point of index

k.

Can the

function be perturbed in a neighbourhood of c so that a non-degenerate critical
point of index

k

results and no new critical points are introduced? This is well

known to be the case for maxima and minima. It turns out that this true in
general if the supporting manifold has dimension greater that 5 and the point
has an index triple

(N, N_, N +) ( see §3.3 for the definition) with simply

connected exit and entrance sets

N_

and

N+.

This is an immediate

consequence of the following result of Reineck [R]. Suppose that S is an
isolated invariant set in a smooth flow with the same conditions as above.
Given a finitely generated free chain complex {Ck, ôk} with homology
isomorphic to the homology of the Conley index of 5, there is a perturbation of

f with the following properties: It is locally a gradient flow; and has exactly
one critical point of index Ic for each generator of Ck.
In general the perturbation of a degenerate critical point results in a collection
of non-degenerate critical points. The Morse inequalities show that the
homology of the Conley index forces lower bounds on the number of critical
points that occur in this collection. As above Reineck's work gives more
precise bounds in certain circumstances. Chapter 5 is concerned with the

problem of finding lower bounds on the number of critical values that can occur
on perturbing a critical point. A homotopy invariant "maximal length" is
defined on the category of spaces having the homotopy type of a CW-complex.
The maximal length of the Conley index of a degenerate critical point is a
lower bound on the number of critical values resulting on perturbation. The
maximal length is hard to calculate but has many lower bounds - "lengths" which are easier to obtain.
An example of a length comes from primary cohomology operations. A space,
X, has cohomology operation length 1 if there are 1 - 1 cohomology operations
0i,. . . such that the composition
Restricting the coefficients to Z 2

,

"

01....101_2

..

.0 1 0 0 on X.

Steenrod cohomology length" is obtained.

It is entertaining to calculate this for

]RPN. Write a given 1 E INT as

1=1+>i+v where 0<v<s
then the smallest N for which IRPN has length 1 is
3-1

N=>(i+1)2+v2 8 +2 3 _1.
Since Steenrod operations are stable, the same result holds for

RpN

the

r-fold suspension of IR.PN. E R pN is the Conley index of some critical point
by the result of chapter 4 that any suspension of a finite complex occurs as the
Conley index of a critical point. Hence, given 1 there is a critical point which
on perturbation gives rise to non-degenerate points lying on at least 1 critical
levels.
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Chapter 1
Smooth Functions and the
Conley Index
The index of a non-degenerate critical point, c, of a smooth function, f, on a
smooth manifold M is the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian of f
at c. This local information gives information about the topology of the
manifold: The function induces a filtration of M the successive levels of which
are obtained from their predecessors by the addition of cells with dimensions
given by the indices of the critical points.
The Conley index generalises the index of a non-degenerate critical point to an
index defined for any isolated invariant set in a flow on a Hausdorif space.
Whereas the index of a non-degenerate critical point is a non-negative integer
the Conley index of an invariant set is the homotopy type of a pointed space.
A non-degenerate critical point of index k has Conley index Sc in the gradient
flow. §1.1 is devoted to a summary of the basic Conley index theory beginning
with the definition of the Conley index.
A smooth function on a Riemannian manifold induces a flow on M (the
gradient flow) so the Conley index may be used to study critical sets of f.

In

§1.2 after a brief summary of the main results of Morse theory the connection

between critical sets of f and isolated invariant sets of the gradient flow is
established: An isolated invariant set in the gradient flow consists of critical
sets of f and connecting orbits. In this situation isolated invariant sets have
particularly nice index pairs: If v1 , v2 are regular values of f then
(f'[v i , v 2 1, f

1 (vi )) is an index pair for the critical sets and connecting orbits

in f 1 [v1 , v 2 ].
§1.3 addresses the technique of Morsification: perturbing an isolated critical set
so that it breaks up into a collection of non-degenerate critical points.

1.1 Basic Theory
The following is drawn from Conley's monograph Isolated Invariant Sets and

the Morse Index [C] and from Salamon's treatment [S].

The Index
The Conley index of an isolated invariant set S in a flow is the homotopy type
of the pointed space obtained by taking a suitable neighbourhood of S and
collapsing the region on which the flow exits the neighbourhood. The purpose
of this section is to introduce the notions of a flow and an isolated invariant set;
and to state the conditions on a neighbourhood of S needed in order to define
the index.

Definition 1.1 A flow on a Hausdorif space X is a continuous additive
JR action on X:

X x R— X
(x) t) i- q(x)

If X is a smooth manifold then the flow is a smooth flow
if the lEt action is smooth.

Given a flow

j(X)

on X the mapping (x, t) '— q5- t (x) defines the reverse flow

on X.

Definition 1.2 A set S C X is said to be invariant if S is invariant
under the action.

The maximal invariant set in a compact subset K of X is given by

I(K)={x EKlcb t (x)EKVtE IR}.

Definition 1.3 An isolated invariant set is a compact invariant set S
which is the maximal invariant set in some compact
neighbourhood N of S, i.e. 1(N) = S.

N is an isolating neighbourhood of S.

Definition 1.4

An index pair for an isolated invariant set S is a compact
pair (N, N-) s.t.

N\N_ is an isolating neighbourhood of S,
if x E N_ and

then
'clx

E N with

[O,j](X)

C Nt>0

[0 , j](X)

C N_ and

)[o,)(X)

t > 0 s.t.

N

Q5[o,j](X)

C N and q t (x) E N_.

Property ii) asserts that N_ is positively invariant in N
and iii) that N_ is an exit for the flow on N.
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The figure above depicts an isolated rest point of a flow. An index pair for the
rest point consists of the shaded disk with the region of the boundary on which
the flow is exiting (marked with a thick black curve) as the exit set N_.

The

exit set is positively invariant as there are no internal tangencies.
The following theorem states that index pairs always exist and that the index
constructed does not depend on the choice of pair.

Theorem 1.5

[S, Theorem 4.3 and Lemmas 4.7, 4.8]

Suppose S is an isolated invariant set
Then there exists an index pair (N, N_) for S. Furthermore
the homotopy type of the quotient N/N_ is independent
of the choice of index pair.

In view of the above theorem the Conley index may be defined as follows:

Definition 1.6

Suppose S is an isolated invariant set with
index pair (N, N_).
The Conley index of S, denoted C(S), is the homotopy
type of the quotient N/N_.
11

Continuation
Under a perturbation of a flow the topology of an invariant set may change;
however, if the perturbation is small, an isolating neighbourhood remains
isolating and the Conley Index of the isolated invariant set is unchanged. The
following is a summary of Salamon's exposition of this in [S].
In the following X is a locally compact metric space and A is locally
contractible and metric.

XxA — A
is the projection onto A.
Definition 1.7 A parameterised flow is a flow (x, A) on X x A
satisfying 7r( t (x, A)) = A.

Lemma 1.8 [S, Lemma 6.1]
Suppose N C X is compact
Then A(N) = {A E A I N x A is an isolating neighbourhood
in X x A}
is open in A.

So if S x A is an isolated invariant set in X x A any isolating neighbourhood
remains isolating over an open neighbourhood of A in A.
Definition 1.9 Define

$ = IS

x A I S x A is an isolated invariant
setinXxA AA}

aN :A(N)—S

A

i.-+I(NxA)

Give $ the topology generated by
{aN(U) J N C X compact, U C A(N) open }
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Lemma 1.10

[S, Lemma 6.41
Suppose a: A -* S
is a function satisfying ira = 1
Then a is continuous if and only if
S=

UAEA 0`(A)

is an isolated invariant

set in X x A.
If S is an isolated invariant set in the (parameterising) flow on X x A with
index pair (N1 ,N0 ) then, given K C A compact, S(K)

= s 7r- '(K) is an

isolated invariant set in the flow on X x K with index pair (N1 (K), N0 (K))
where N1 (K) = Ni fl ir 1 (K).
Theorem 1.11

[S, Theorem 6.7]
Suppose a : A --+ S continuous,
S =

U,EAa()

and

(N1 , N2 ) an index pair for S
Then given A o E A
a compact neighbourhood K of A O s. t. V E K
the inclusion N1 \)/N0 (A)

N1 (K)/N 0 (K)

is a homotopy equivalence i.e C(S A ) C(SK).
Corollary 1.12

Suppose A 0 , A l E A
S0 x .A, S 1 x A, are contained in the same path
component of S
Then C(S 0 x

C(Si x .A 1 )

Morse Decompositions
The critical points of a smooth function are naturally ordered by their values.
Isolated invariant sets in general have no such ordering but a finite collection of

ia

invariant sets which can be naturally ordered by the flow is known as a Morse
decomposition. In order to be able to discuss the ordering of invariant sets, an
idea of what it means for one invariant set to be "above" another is needed.
To this end w and w limit sets are introduced:

Definition 1.13 Suppose q5t(X) is a flow on X, Y C X
Then

=

w(Y)

fl t >o

[t ,)(Y)

is the w-limit set of Y.
w-(Y)

= fl t<o cb(-,](Y)
I(q5(_, 0](Y))

is the w*_limit set.

w(Y) and w*(Y) are invariant sets and are compact if Y is compact.

Definition 1.14 Suppose S is a compact invariant set
A C S is an attractor if there exists a neighbourhood
U of A in S s.t w(U) = A.
A* C S is an repeller if there exists a neighbourhood
U* of A* in S s.t w *(U*) = A* .

Lemma 1.15

Given an attractor A in S
= {x E S I w(x)

Definition 1.16

0 A) is a repeller.

A, A* as in Lemma 1.15 are an attractor-repeller pair
in S.
14

C(A, A*) = S\(A U A) is the set of connecting orbits
between A and K.

Definition 1.17 Suppose S is a compact invariant set.
A Morse decomposition of S is a set {M(ir) 17r E P}
of invariant subsets of S indexed by a finite partially
ordered set (P, <), satisfying
ri <ir,

2X1, X2,

x,.-I E

S
=7ri e

Iri= ir1

some 1 < r <
with L4(xk) C M(lrIk

P

IPI

)

and w*(xk) C M(lr$k+I

)

Vx E S\ UEP M(7r)

i4j

1r,7rEP

with w(x) C M(r1)
and w*(x) C M(r3 )
A total ordering of P is said to be admissible if it
respects the partial order on P.
A subset I of a partially ordered set P is an interval if
1r,7r El, 7rk E

F, 7ri < 7rk <ir,
E

I

Definition 1.18 Let {M(r) 17r e P} be a Morse decomposition of S
and I C P an interval.
Define M(I)

=

{

x E SIw(x) CM(lri),w*(x) C M(7r3 )
some 7ri, 7rj E I
(not necessarily distinct)}

M(I) is a compact invariant subset of S.
1

1.2 Smooth Functions
Morse Theory
This account follows [M] . Suppose f: M - R is a smooth function on a
smooth manifold of dimension n with derivative Df. A point c E M is a
critical point if Df: TM - ]Et is the zero map.

value if some point of f

(v) is critical. If f

v = f(x) is a critical

(v) contains no critical points v

is a regular value.
Let

M'= {x E M I f(x) < a)
At a regular value v, M° is a manifold with boundary OM' = f 1 (v). Morse
theory studies the topology of Ma as a increases.
Consider first the case where there are no critical values in [a, b]. The flow
lines all run from f

(b) to f_i( a ) ; M 6 may be "pulled down" along these

flow lines to M° giving:

a, b E K a< b

Theorem 1.19 Suppose f : M - ]R

f [a, b] compact
containing no critical points

of f

Then M' is diffeomorphic to M" and
Ma is a deformation retract of Mb .

Let

Xi,

x2 ,... ,

x, be a local coordinate system for M at a point x E M.

Consider the matrix of 2 d partial derivatives of f at x:
2
"

(

-

axi axj )

At a critical point c this is a well defined symmetric bilinear form on the
tangent space TM known as the Hessian.
16

The critical point c is non-degenerate if the Hessian form is non-degenerate.
The index Ic of f at a non-degenerate critical point c is the dimension of the
maximal subspace of TM on which H.

is negative definite. This is the

number of negative eigenvalues of Hf. Notice that a non-degenerate critical
point is necessarily isolated.
At a non-degenerate critical point c of index k the Morse lemma states that it
is possible to choose local coordinates x 1 , x2,... , Xn diagonalising the Hessian
so that f has the form

On passing a non-degenerate critical point of index k the homotopy type is
changed by the addition of a k-cell:

Theorem 1.20 Suppose f: M -+ K,
c a non-degenerate critical point of index Ic,
is the only critical point in f [a, b],
and f [a, b] is compact.
Then Mb Ma u,b

ek

where 1': Sk - i

Ma

attaches e to Ma by its boundary

ae Ic = S'1

The Gradient Flow
Given a smooth vector field v on a smooth compact manifold M the unique
solutions of

dt

Lo

= v(x)

1.21

00 (X) = x
define the smooth flow on M induced by v. See [M].
17

Now consider f : M -+ lit where M is Riemannian and compact. The flow
induced by the vector field —Vf is the gradient flow associated with f.
Notice that
Note 1.22

=-

< Vf(x), Vf(x) >

i=o

< 0

with equality s x is critical

The gradient flow may be studied within the framework of §1.1. To do this it
is first necessary to identify the isolated invariant sets in a gradient flow and
make the connection with critical sets. At a critical point c,

= c satisfies

1.21 and so c is a fixed point of the flow - indeed, any isolated critical set is an
isolated invariant set and isolated invariant sets consist of isolated critical sets
and connecting orbits.

Lemma 1.23 Suppose f: M -p JR. smooth, M compact.
Then given x E M
w(x) and ,*(x) are critical sets off.

Proof f(4t(x)) is a decreasing function of 1 (1.22) and is bounded below
since M is compact.
Hence

f(4t(x)) exists and f is constant on w(x).

But (x) is invariant so if y E w(x) then

4g(y)

E w(x) and f((y)) is

constant.
So

dt

LO = 0

and y is a critical point of f by (1.22).
A similar argument shows that w*(x) is also critical.

Lemma 1.24

Suppose C is a compact connected isolated critical
set off : M -+ It
Then C is an isolated invariant set in the gradient flow.

Proof C is invariant since all points of C are fixed points of the flow.
To see that C is isolated take a compact neighbourhood N of C, N\C
containing no critical points.
Consider x E N\C
Suppose 4't(X) E N Vt
Since w(x), w*(x) C N (N
(Lemma 1.23)

is closed) and are critical

w(x), w*(x) C C

Now f(w(x)) :5 f(qt(x)) :5 f( w*( x )) Vt
but f(w(x)) = f(w*(x)) since C is connected.
Therefore f(q j (x)) is constant and x E C.

In particular an isolated critical point is an isolated invariant set.

Lemma 1.25

Suppose f: M -+ lit smooth
S an isolated invariant set in the gradient flow.
Then S consists of critical sets and connecting orbits.

Proof Take N an isolating neighbourhood of S
Suppose x e S ie.

t(X) E S Vt

Then w(x), w*(x) C N and are critical (Lemma 1.23) so x is either
critical or lies on a connecting orbit.

If v is a regular value of f then --Vf is orthogonal to the tangent space to
f

(v) and points into M'. Consequently if v 1 and v2 are regular values, the

flow on f [v i , v2 exits through f (v i ) which is positively invariant since any
]

point on f

(Vi)

flows immediately out of f [v 1 , v2 1. Hence:
19

Lemma 1.26

Suppose f: M -+ IR smooth, M compact
V1, V2

regular values off

Then f 1 [vi ,v 2 ] is an isolating neighbourhood in the gradient
flow.
(f'[v i ,v 2],f 1 (v i )) is an index pair for
S = I(f 1 [vi ,v 2 ]).
and C(S) = M/Mt'1

This is proved in detail for the more general case of a Liapounov function for a
Morse decomposition of a flow on a compact metric space as Theorem 2.8.

Example 1.27 Suppose c is an isolated non-degenerate critical point of
f: M -+ JR with index k.

Suppose also that c is the only critical point with

value v = f(c) then for sufficiently small e > 0

Mt?
and so

C(c)

u,

ek

M1)/MhJ_e

(Morse Theory)
(1.26)

If c is not the only critical point of f in f'(v), f may be perturbed so that c
becomes the unique critical point with value v.

The Conley index of c is

unchanged by this perturbation so the Conley Index of a non-degenerate
critical point is Sc where k is the index of the critical point. The Conley Index
of isolated degenerate critical points will be studied in Chapter 4.
Similarly, suppose N C M is a non-degenerate critical manifold of f in the
sense of Bott [Bi] [132] ie. each point p of the manifold N is critical and Hf
vanishes exactly on TEN.

The negative normal bundle over N, , is defined

as as the subbundle of normal bundle of N in M formed by taking the subspace
of each fibre spanned by the eigenvectors of Hf corresponding to negative
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eigenvalues. See [132]. Now

C(N) N
the Thom complex of .
If the critical set of f consists of isolated critical points

Note 1.28
C1, C2,.

Ni =

. . , c, with isolated values v1 , V2.... , V, then taking No = 0 and

MV

for sufficiently small e.
0 =NOCN1C...CNr=M

is a filtration of M with cofibres

N11N1_ 1 = C(c)

1.3 Morsification
A smooth function f with a degenerate critical point c may be perturbed in a
neighbourhood of c resulting in a smooth function agreeing with f everywhere
except on the neighbourhood of c, on which the perturbed function has only
non-degenerate critical points and is arbitrarily close to f.

Here a slightly more general formulation of this result for isolated invariant sets
is considered.

Theorem 1.29

Suppose f: M -i R
is smooth on the n-manifold M and
that S is an isolated invariant set.
Then given an isolating neighbourhood N of S
and a neighbourhood L of f in C 2 (M, lit)
f':M—+ lit smooth
21

S. t.

i) f=f'
n a neighbourhood of M\ No
f has only non-degenerate
critical points on N and
fEL

The following proof is based on Milnor's hands-on proof that Morse functions
are dense - Theorem 2.5 of Lectures on the h-cobordism theorem [M2] - which
it follows closely. The following two Lemmas are Lemmas A and B of §2 of
Milnor's notes.

Lemma A

Suppose U C 1R' open
f:U—+ lit isC 2
Then for almost all T E hom( K", lit)
f + T has only non-degenerate
critical points on U.

Lemma B

Suppose K C U K compact, U C IFt'' open
f:U—+IR. C 2
with only non-degenerate critical
points on K
Then 3 6 > 0
s.tifg:U-4 K is C2 with

of

and

-- I

<8 Vi

I_0 2 f
02g I
I < 8
Ox 1 Ox, - Ox 1 19x3

Vi,j

then g also has only non-degenerate critical points on K.
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Proof (of Theorem 1.29)
Choose C a compact neighbourhood of S, C Cu
The idea is to change f on C using Lemma A so as to produce a function
with only non-degenerate critical points on C; moreover to do so in such a
way as to keep the new function sufficiently close to f outside C that, in
view of Lemma B, no degenerate critical points are introduced outside C.

Take {U1 , h} a finite covering of N by coordinate neighbourhoods
Of M.
Let { C } be a compact refinement of { U1}.

(N\

) fl ci

is compact for each i and f has no critical points

on this set (S is isolated).
By Lemma B 3 a neighbourhood K1 of f in C2 (M, IR)
s.t. functions in K1 have only non-degenerate
critical points on (N\

ô) n Cj .

Let K = flK1
functions in the neighbourhood K of f have only
non-degenerate critical points on N\
Now choose V open with ]TD V J V D C
Let
Rk=CflCk k>1

Claim 3 fk : M -* JR smooth
Lk C L a neighbourhood of fk in C2 (M, ]R)

s.t fk = f on a neighbourhood of M\V
and functions in Lk have only non-degenerate critical points
on U 0 R1
Proof

k = 0 follows putting

fof
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L 0 =KflL
Construct 1k, Lk from fk-17 Lk_i as follows
define A: N - [0, 1] smooth
A = 1 on a neighbourhood of Rk
= 0 on a neighbourhood of N\(Uk fl V)
by Lemma A the functions
fk-i +ATohk
have only non-degenerate critical points on Rk for
almost all T E hom( ]R', IR)
But T may be chosen sufficiently small so that
1k-i + AT o h,, E Lk-1
Therefore 3 fk = fk-i + AT o hk
with only non-degenerate critical points on
R1UR2U ... URk
1k = f on a neighbourhood of M\V by construction.

By Lemma B R a neighbourhood L' of 1k, functions of which
have no degenerate critical points on Rk.
Put Lk = Lk_i fl L'
Lk C L by construction and functions in Lk .have
only non-degenerate critical points on Uo R.

To complete the proof of the theorem notice that since {C1 } has finitely
many, say q, elements, the function f = fq constructed above has the
desired properties.

Corollary 1.30 Morsification
Suppose f: M - IR is smooth
with isolated critical point c.
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Then given a compact neighbourhood N of c containing

no other critical points off and a neighbourhood L'
off in C 2 (M, K)
f':M—+R smooth
s.t i) f = f' on a neighbourhood of M\ No
f' has only non-degenerate critical points
on
f' E L' and
f'(N) C f(N)
unless c is a maximum (minimum) in
which case mm f' > min f
(max f'

max f) on N

Proof Take N 1 a compact neighbourhood of c, N 1 CiT
Leta = maxN f, b= minN f
at least one of a, b V N1 since N is an isolating neighbourhood.
If a

V N1 and b V N1

let e = min(a - maxN1 f, minN1 f - b)
otherwise if b E N 1 set e = a - maxN, f
ifaE N1 set e=minN1 f—b
Define LL to be the set of all g in C2 (M, lEt) with If - gI

<

Now apply Theorem 1.29 with isolating neighbourhood N1 and
taking the neighbourhood L of f in C2 (M, ]Et) to be L' fl Li
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Chapter 2
Nice Index Pairs

The Conley indices of invariant sets in a flow on a space X may be used to give
information about the homology of X. Franzosa [Fl] [F2] [F3] studies the
homology of an invariant set using the homology of the Conley indices of the
components of a Morse decomposition of the set. In [McC1] McCord
generalises the Lefschetz fixed point theorem in this context and in [McC2]
proves a generalisation of the Hopf index theorem for the Conley index. Since
the Conley index is the homotopy type of a space it is natural to ask what
information it gives about the homotopy of X.
In .this chapter it is observed that elements of a Morse decomposition of the
flow on X play a role similar to that of non-degenerate critical points in Morse
theory: Constructing a function which is constant on the elements of the
decomposition and decreasing along flow lines elsewhere, a filtration of X is
obtained, the quotients of successive levels of which are the Conley indices of
the elements of the Morse decomposition. The method is simpler than the
proof of the same result in [CZ]. If the flow is smooth, a filtration can be
constructed consisting of manifolds with boundary.
In §2.1 the notions of "chain-recurrent" and "gradient-like" flows are
introduced. §2.2 is concerned with establishing the filtration induced by a
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Morse decomposition. The observation is made that an isolated component of
the chain-recurrent set of a smooth flow has an index pair (N, N_) under the
forward flow and (N, N+) in the reverse flow where N is a manifold with
boundary; N_, N+ consisting of complementary sets of components of ON.

2.1 Gradient-Like Structure of Flows
A flow is gradient-like if there is a real-valued function which decreases along
flow lines everywhere except at fixed points. The function is like a potential;
the trajectories of the flow pass from high potential to lower potential. In
general a flow does not admit such a function. Parts of the flow that do not
behave as if there were a potential - periodic orbits for example - are known as
chain-recurrent.
The flow on a compact invariant set S may be viewed as an extension of a
chain-recurrent flow by a gradient-like flow: It is possible to construct a
function on S - known as a complete Liapounov function for S - which is
constant on components of the chain-recurrent set and is strictly decreasing
along orbits elsewhere. The following is a summary of Conley's treatment of
this in Chapter II of Isolated Invariant Sets and the Morse Index [C].

Definition 2.1

Let S be a compact invariant set.

R(S) = {y E SVU covers of S, Vt> 0
to, tl,...,tktI>tV0<i<k
and
with

y = yo, 'yi, . . . , Yk+1 = -y
ct1

(fyi),

'Yi+i E U1 some U1 E U}

is the chain-recurrent set of S.
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Lemma 2.2

[C, 6.2A]

R(S) = n{A U A A an attractor in S}
Consequently R(S) is compact and invariant. The flow on R(S) is the

chain-recurrent flow in S.
Definition 2.3 A flow on X is gradient-like if there is a continuous
function f : X -+ R which is strictly decreasing along
non-constant orbits.

To construct the complete Liapounov function first consider attractor repeller
pairs. Conley constructs a function which decreases along the flow lines from
the repeller to the attractor:

Lemma 2.4

[C, 51B]

Suppose A, A* is an attractor repeller pair in a
compact invariant metric set

S.

Then g: S --+ [0,1] continuous
s.t. A = g 1 (0)
= g 1 (1)
g(cl t (x)) is a strictly decreasing function oft

for

E S\(AUA*)

Such a function is known as a Liapounov function for the attractor

repeller pair A, A* .
A compact invariant set has only countably many attractor repeller pairs so
taking g, g,... Liapounov functions for each pair the function

G
gives the following:

=

00

Theorem 2.5

[C, 6.4]

Suppose S is a metric compact invariant set
Then B G: S -+ IR continuous
s.t. i) G(R(S)) is nowhere dense,
if c E G(R(S)) then G'(c) fl R(S) consists
of only one component of the chain-recurrent
set R(S) and
G(4(x)) is a strictly decreasing function oft
for x E S\R(S).
C is a complete Liapounov function for S.

G is constant on the components of the chain-recurrent set so if each component
is collapsed to a point a gradient-like flow results: Consider the quotient flow on
the quotient space S of S obtained by collapsing each component of R(S) to a
point. The chain-recurrent set of this quotient flow consists of the set of points
corresponding to the components of R(S) and these are fixed points of the flow.

G induces a map

0 on which is strictly decreasing along non constant orbits

and so the flow on is gradient-like. It is in this sense that a flow may be
considered as the extension of a chain-recurrent flow by a gradient-like flow.

2.2 Index Pairs
Since the Conley index of an isolated invariant set does not depend on the
choice of index pair, it is possible to use index pairs with nice properties in
order to discuss properties of the index. In [S] Salamon constructs a Liapounov
function on a neighbourhood of an isolated invariant set S to show that there is
always an index pair for S which is an NDR pair. McCord [McC1] adapts this
taking into account the reverse flow. This result will be needed in chapter 4:
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Lemma 2.6

[McC1, Theorem 1.6]

Suppose S an isolated invariant set in a flow on
a metric space
Then 3 compact NDR-pairs (N, N_), (N, N) which are index
pairs for S in the forward and reverse flows respectively.
and so that the exit time map
N\M

—*[O,00)

where M

r(-y) - { sup{t
- 0

= 17 E N I "*v) E S}

> 0 [o,t)(7) C N\N_}

-y E N\N_
yEN-

and the corresponding map r_ for the reverse flow are
continuous.

Robbin and Salamon [RS] construct a smooth Liapounov function on a
neighbourhood of an isolated invariant set in a smooth flow. They use it to
obtain pairs (N, N_), (N, N+) which are index pairs in the forward and reverse
flows respectively.

N is a smooth manifold with corners, N_, N+ are smooth

manifolds with boundary and oN = N_ U N
In this section the observation is made that a Liapounov function for a Morse
decomposition of a flow on X gives rise to a filtration of X analogous to that
induced by a Morse function (Note 1.28) and that an isolated component of the
chain recurrent set of a smooth flow has an index pair which consists of a
manifold and a set of components of its boundary.

Lemma 2.7

Suppose {M(7r) 1 7r E P} is a Morse decomposition of
a compact invariant set S in a flow on a metric space.
Then, given any admissible total ordering of P,
7r0<

7rl...< 7rk
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f: S -

s.t.

JR

continuous

i) f(M(ir r)) = r
ii) f(çb j (x)) is a strictly decreasing function oft

Vs

V UM(ir1)

Such a function is known as a Liapounov function for the Morse

decomposition of S.

Proof Take
k-i

where ft is a Liapounov function for the attractor-repeller

pair M({7 0 ,... ,7r}),M({1r 1+i

,..

Given a Liapounov function f : X - IR,

. ,

ir,})

(Lemma 2.4)

define X" = {x e X I f(s) < v}.

The following theorem shows that the sets X" may be used to form a
filtration of X in the same way the manifolds M" are used in Morse theory.

Theorem 2.8

Suppose cb t (x) is a flow on a compact metric space X,
f : X -i ]R a Liapounov function for a chosen admissible

ordering 7r0 <ir1 <...<lrk of a Morse
decomposition {M(7r) I ir E P}

of the flow and

V0, VI, . . . ,Vk44 E JR with

v0 < f(M(iro )) <v1 <f(M(iri )) < v2 <
<f(M(irk)) <Vk+1.

Then i)

f [V r , v8 is an isolating neighbourhood for
]

S = M({7r,7r+i,...,7r3_i}) in the forward and
reverse flows,
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(f 1 [vr,vs],f(vr)) is an index pair for S,
(f 1 [v,v3],f(v3)) is an index pair for S in the
reverse flow and
C(S) X t'/X"

Proof f1[vr, v 3] and f'(V r ) are compact since X is compact.
To see that

f 1

(v) is positively invariant take x E f 1 (v)

Now
so

Also f

Vt>O

f(4t(x)) < f(x)

V

ct(x)

f

-1 [V

(V,.) is an exit for the flow on

r ,V s

1

t>0

f [v t , v 3 ]

for if x E f'[v, v 3] then w(x) e M(7r) for some 7r e P
so either w(x) E S
or w(x) E M(7r), some q < r
in which case 3t> 0 s.t f(q5 j (x)) <V
and so 3 to > 0 with f(q t0 (x))
i.e.

[O,g0 ](X)

= V,.

e f 1 [v,v 3] and q t0 (x) E f 1 (r).

Similarly f 1 (v 3 ) is a positive invariant exit in the reverse flow.

Note 2.9

Taking No

= 0, Ni = Xv
0=NOCNiC ... CNk +l =X

is a filtration of X with cofibres

N11 1N1 = C(M(7r1

))

compare with note 1.28. The existence of a filtration of X with this property
was first established by Conley and Zehnder in [CZ].
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Suppose that in Theorem 2.8 the space X is a smooth manifold and that a
smooth Liapounov function f can be found for the Morse decomposition - as is
the case when the flow is a gradient flow off the sets of the decomposition then the vi are regular values of the smooth Liapounov function f and so the

]

index pair (f1[v, v 3], f ' ( V)) consists of a manifold f 1 [v, v 3 and a set of
components f'(Vr) of its boundary.
More generally, if the flow in Theorem 2.8 is smooth then the filtration of Note
2.9 can be modified as follows so that it consists of manifolds with boundary.
Theorem 2.10
Suppose c t (x) is a smooth flow on an n-manifold, X, and
f, {M(r) I ir G P} and v0 , v 1
Then for each

V.

,.

..

,v

1 are as in Theorem 2.8

> v there are spaces N, N 5 and N r such that

(N,N)

is an index pair for S =M({ir,ir +i,....,ir3

(N, N 3

is an index pair of S in the reverse flow and

)

_i}),

N is an n-manifold and N 3 and Ne ,, are (n - 1)-manifolds
consisting of complementary sets of components of the boundary

of N.
Proof

From Theorem 2.8 f [v t , v3

]

is an isolating neighbourhood of S.

The

idea is to replace f 1 (v) and f 1 (v 3 ) with smooth (n - 1)-manifolds.

Take v < w so that f(M(ir_ i )) <v < v <w < f(M(ir)). In [RS]
Robbin and Salamon construct a smooth Liapounov function in the
neighbourhood of an isolated invariant set. Their method is adapted here
(where the invariant set is empty) to construct a smooth Liapounov
function on a neighbourhood of f
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[V,

w] which has a regular level set

contained in the interior of f 1 [v, w].

This level set will be

Following Robbin and Salamon first choose x0 E f [v, w].
function

o will be constructed on a neighbourhood of f [v, w] which is

non-increasing along flow lines in f_i [v, w] and has
Vs > 0 with

4 3 (xo ) e

f 1 [v,w]: All points of

f 1 [v,w] so 3q>O with
E

<

A smooth real

f[v,w].

(x0 )

o (q 8 (xo )) <

o(xo)

f 1 [v,w] flow out of
Take e >0 so that

Choose a neighbourhood U of x0 so that

( w - v)/4.

f(U) C (f (s o ) - e,f(x o) + e) and 4 q (U) fl f 1 [v,w] = 0. Now take a C°°
function p: X -+ [0, 11 supported in U with p(x o )

0. Define

0

O(X)

= J-q p(cbt(x))di
-

Now,
o(q5 a (x))

r0

= - J-q p(qS+3(x))dt
p((x))dt
=

O(X)
-

J p(qj(x))dt +
0

s—q
fq p(cbt(x))dt

But, q5q(c58_q(x)) = q 3 (x) which lies in f 1 [v,w] so q5[_q ,_ q](x) flU = 0
hence

f

p(q j (x))dt = 0 and consequently
o(q s (x)) =

O(X)

-

I " p(

i (x))dt

so 4DO has the desired properties.

Since f 1 [v,w] is compact, smooth functions

..,

can be

constructed as above so that the open sets
Uj = {x E X j(q.(X)) < ,(x) Vs> 0 with
cover f 1 [v,w].
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0[o,8](x) C f'[v,w]}

Given any set {co ,. . . , cj} of positive constants, the function
o cii

is smooth on a neighbourhood of f [v, w] and strictly decreasing along
flow lines. If U, meets f 1 (v) then max u1 f < v + 2e ie.
max u, f <(v + w)/2. Similarly if Uk meets f -1 (w) then
min u,, f> (v + w)/2. Hence the sets (J meeting f 1 (v) are disjoint
from those meeting f 1 (w).

Thus the {cj}

may be chosen so that

g(x) =
satisfies
max g(x) < min g(y).

xEf 1 (v)

yEf

1 (w)

Take u a regular value of g in the above interval. g 1 (u) is a closed
(n - 1)-manifold contained in the interior of f_i[v, w].
Similarly, taking v'

<

SO

Let Ne ,. = g 1 (u).

that

f(M(ir 3 )) <v1 < v 1 <v/ <f(M(r3+1)), a smooth Liapounov function
may be constructed on f_i [v', w'] with a regular value u' so that
g

i-i

I
-1 I
(u' cf [v,wJ.
)

i-I

Define N 5 =g (u)

Finally let

Vr =
(

g'[u, oo) fl f 1 [v,w]) U f[w,v'] U (g' 1 (—oo,u') fl f'[v',w'])

This is an n-manifold with boundary Np,. U N 1 as required.
To see that (Ne, Np,.) is an index pair for S notice that any flow that
exits f'[w,v1 ends up in g_i[u,) fl

f

1 [v,w]:

The discussion

in the proof of Theorem 2.8 (replacing f with g) shows that the flow
exits through N,

The argument that N, is positively invariant is

identical to that in Theorem 2.8.
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As a corollary of the above theorem, any isolated component of the
chain-recurrent set in a smooth flow has a nice index pair as follows:

Theorem 2.11

Suppose S is an isolated component of the chain recurrent
set R(M) of a smooth flow on a compact manifold M
Then there exist index pairs (N, N i ), (N, N_) in the forward
and reverse flows respectively where N is an n-manifold
and N+, N_ are n - 1 manifolds (without boundary)
consisting of complementary sets of components of ON.

Proof Construct a Morse decomposition

{M(ir o ), M(iri ), M(ir2 )

I

ro < Irl < 7r2} as follows:

By Theorem 2.5 3 a complete Liapounov function G for the flow on M.

G(S) = Ic

say.

Claim 3e >0 s.t S= I(G 1 [k—e,k+e])
Proof Since S is compact, isolated and invariant 3 an isolating
neighbourhood N for S.
G1(k)\(]T flG 1 (k)) is compact and by Theorem 2.5 contains
no points of R(M).
Since R(M) is closed each point x of G_1(k)\(I.T flG1(k))
has an open neighbourhood LT with LT fl R(M) = 0.
Let U = ( uU)u N

M\U is compact and has, in general, two sets of
components: A+ on which G> k and A

Let

6

= minG — k
= k—maxG
A-

Take e = 1 min{,-+,e}
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where G < Ic.

Now G 1 [lc - e, k + e] C U which concludes the proof of the
claim.
Let M(iro) = I(G'(—oo, k - e])

M(iri ) = I(G 1 [k - e, k + e]) (= 5)
M(7 2 ) = I(G 1 [k + e, oo))
Now apply Theorem 2.10 to this Morse decomposition.
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Chapter 3
S-Duality Between Forward and
Reverse Conley Indices

Given a flow

çg(X)

on X, the reverse flow is obtained by defining

c

rev

(x) =
'

The isolated invariant sets of the reverse flow are exactly those of
an isolated invariant set S has a Conley index

0 . Hence

C(S) under the forward flow

and CCV(S) under the reverse flow. The relationship between these forward
and reverse indices, for smooth flows, is the object of study of this chapter.
McCord [McC3] has shown that if S is an isolated invariant set in a smooth'
flow on an orientable manifold then the forward and reverse homology indices
are related by Poincaré-Lefschetz duality:

Hc(C(S))
H'(C(S))

Hfl_k(C(S))
H,—(C(S))

Poincaré duality for a manifold M may be considered as the consequence in
homology of an S-duality result in stable homotopy:
MT

M/ÔM is S-dual to

(the Thom complex of the negative tangent bundle of M.)

See [A]. It

'Mrozek and Srzednicki [MS] have generalised McCord's result to any continuous flow on
an orientable smooth manifold.

is shown in §3.3 that C(S) and N/N;

are S-dual where (N, N+) is an

index pair for S in the reverse flow ie. CTCV(S) N/N i..
Dold and Puppe's [DP] notion of strong duality in a monoidal category is
explained in §3.1. They define a stable homotopy category, Stab, and show
that strong duality in Stab, is S-duality. Their unifying approach shows that
certain functors take strongly dual objects in one category to strongly dual
objects in another; it is in this way that Alexander duality and Poincaré
duality can be seen as the result of passing from strongly dual objects in Stab
to strongly dual chain complexes and thus to objects in homology. This is
used in §3.4 to show that McCord's Poincaré-Lefschetz duality result, and its
natural generalisation in the unorientable case, are Corollaries of the S-duality
result of §3.3.
As an example, consider a non-degenerate critical k-manifold, K, of a
Morse-Bott function on an n-manifold M.
be the negative normal bundle of K

(See [Bi]). As in Example 1.27 let
in M, and

the positive normal

bundle. Take s sufficiently large that M C W.

Kc!*MC lEt 8
Let v be the normal bundle of K in

K and M respectively; and

vK, UM

M;

the tangent bundles of

the normal bundles in W.

The Conley index of K is C(K) K

C(K) K

TK, TM

in the forward flow and

in the reverse flow.

Atiyah's result [A] that a Thom complex X has S-dual
is the tangent bundle of the manifold X) shows that
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X"

(where

C(K) has S-dual

TX

VC(K)

K_
_28 K(++i* iiM+rK)+vJc

The aim is to relate DC(K) to C . .. (K), ie. to relate K4.4'LM to

If

a, / are vector bundles over a space X then
X

D(a)13/S(a)1

where D(a), S(a) are the disk and sphere bundles respectively of a; and ir
is the projection 7r : D(a) —* X.
So • Ke++M D(+) r*t*vM 1S(+) 7r*2*vM .
E 3 D(

)

7r*i'PM

Thus C(K) has S-dual

1S(+)'*1*vM where D( +)/S( +) C(K).

Passing to homology (see 3.4)

Hk(C(K))

H_k+3(D(+) '

S()' £M)

LL..k+a_(a _ fl) (D( + ),S( i+) ;o( 7r*i* vM )) by the Thom
isomorphism theorem2

= H_k(D(e+), S(+); o(lr*i*ziM))

3.1 Duality
In the paper Duality Trace and Transfer [DPI, Dold and Puppe introduce the
notions of weak and strong duality in monoidal categories. In the category of
finite dimensional vector spaces and linear maps this strong duality is the usual
vector space duality between V and
These ideas are summarised here.
2 See

note on page 57

V* ; in stable homotopy it is S-duality.

In the following C will be a symmetric monoidal category with multiplication 0
and neutral object I; ie. C is a category together with a bifunctor

0 :CxC — C

and coherent natural equivalences (see [McL, Chapter VII])
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A AOl

A®B BOA.
-

y

An object VA of C is the weak dual of A if there is a bijection (natural with
respect to X)
hom(X ®A,I) hom(X,VA).

Taking X = VA

a morphism 6 A : VA (9 A - I may be formed as the

element of horn (VA 0 A, I)
the bijection.

EA

corresponding to the identity element, iDA, under

is called the evaluation map for A.

hom(VA(9A,I)

hom(VA,VA)

CA

iDA

The following diagram illustrates that a map f : X -p VA
6 A(f

corresponds to

0 1) under the bijection.

VA

f

l

X

hom (VA ØA,I)

I

-

CA

iDA

hom(X®A,I)
EA(f

horn (VA, VA)

-

014
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horn (X, VA)
f

Lemma 3.1

The weak dual of an object A is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof Suppose A has weak duals VA and VA with corresponding
evaluation maps

6A and e.

Let f:VA—+V'A

and

g:1YA -+ VA
and the VA bijections

under the VA

correspond to 6A and e
respectively:

horn (VA (D A, I)
'-i
horn (VA (9 A, I)
E4
The claim is that f o g

= 1 V'A

that f o g corresponds to e'

Under the VA
but

horn (VA, VA)
f

horn (VA, VA)
i-+
g
and g o f

= iDA.

and g o

to - A -

f

It suffices to show

bijection g o f corresponds to CA(g o f ® 14,
EA(90f(&1A)

= eAog®lAof®lA
=6AOf O 1 A

=

EA-

Therefore g o f = iDA and similarly f ° g = lD'A.

Thus VA

and VA

are isomorphic objects of C.

If VA

and VVA

exist for an object A E C, a map 8A : A

defined as the map corresponding to

AØVA

- +
"

VA®A f 4 I.

If 6A is an isomorphism A is said to be reflexive.
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-

VVA

may be

Now suppose A, B and A ® B have duals VA, VB

and V(A 0 B),

defines a map
DA®VB

PB

V(B®A).

An object A of C is strongly dualisable if it is reflexive and ILA,DA is an
isomorphism.
If A is strongly dualisable the coevaluation map

v7 : I - A 0 VA

may be

defined:
I=VI Vs) V(VA0A)'-4 VA®VVA'-

1 VA®AAOVA.

In view of the following theorem of Dold and Puppe, the problem of showing
that an object is strongly dualisable can be reduced to exhibiting evaluation
and coevaluation maps and verifying that they satisfy two identities.

Theorem 3.2

[DP, Theorem 1.3]

Suppose A and B are objects of C
e:BØA —sI amorphismin C
Then the following are equivalent:
B is the strong dual of A with evaluation e,
There exists a map 71 : I -+ A 0 B such that the following
compositions are identity morphisms:

1A:A=I®A-4A0B0A
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--'A®I=A

3.2 Stable Homotopy
The stable hornotopy category, Stab, defined below may be given a monoidal
structure - essentially the smash product. Dold and Puppe show that, with
this structure, strong duality in Stab is S-duality; if X C IR?', a compact
neighbourhood retract, then (X,

0)

and E( IR?', 1R?'\X) are strongly dual

objects of Stab. (Following Dold and Puppe, (A, B) will mean the mapping
cone of B A.)

Dold and Puppe's account [DP] is followed here and their

method adapted to demonstrate that (K, L) and E(R\L, W\K)

are

strongly dual.
The objects of Stab are pairs (X, n) where n E Z and X is a well pointed,
compactly generated space. For positive n, (X, n) may be thought of as the
n-fold suspension of X.
The morphisms from (X, n) to (Y, m)

are

horn ((X, n), (Y, m)) = colim[S' A X, S '+k A
k-+oo

vj

These are maps which exist after suspending the spaces a number of times,
which are deemed equivalent if on further suspension they become homotopic
Stab may be given a monoidal structure: Define the product of objects by
(X,n)®(Y,m)=(XAY,n+m)

The product of morphisms is defined as follows:
Suppose

(X, n) —+ (X', n')
(Y, rn) - (Y', m')

are represented by

f: Sn+k A X -

A X'

g : Sm+l A Y — S"' A Y'
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then f 0 g is represented by (—i)'' times the stable homotopy class of
the composite
Sn+mNAXAy gn+kAXASm+lAy Sn'AXIASm'+lAyl - Sm'+lAX 1 AyF

where a and

0

are the appropriate interchange maps.

The neutral object is I = (S° , 0).
A suspension functor E" : Stab -i Stab may be defined taking (X, n) to

(X,p+n).
E(X,n) = (S ° ,p)O(X,n)
= (X,n+p)
This is the usual suspension functor, ie. it is equivalent to smashing with
The notation (X, Y)

is used for the object (C1, 0) where C1 is the mapping

cone of YCL,X
With this notation the duality theorem may be stated as follows:

Theorem 3.3

[DP, Theorem 3.1]

Suppose K C R' is compact and a neighbourhood retract.
Then (K, 0) and Yn( K", R"\K)

are strongly dual objects in Stab.

The proof in [DP] explicitly constructs the evaluation and coevaluation maps
e: E"(R", 1R"\K) 0 (K, 0) - S°
i: S° - (K,

0) ® _

fl(

K", 1[t"\K)

and shows that they satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2 b).
The same method is used here to obtain the following result for pairs of spaces

(K, L).
Henn [H] has shown the more general result that if K,L are compact ENRs with
L C K C R" then (K,L) and E"(R"\L, R"\K) are strongly dual objects in Stab.
Henn's method is to deduce this relative duality result from [DP, Theorem 3.1] (stated above
as Theorem 3.3) by constructing an evaluation map and then using an alternative condition
for strong duality along the lines of [DP, Theorem 1.3] (Theorem 3.2 here).
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Theorem 3.4

Suppose K C K' compact, L C K open in K,
L homotopy equivalent to its closure
Suppose also that there is a pair

(kJ) which deformation

retracts onto (K,T) where
neighbourhoods

T.

k and L are

of K and I respectively,

Then (K,L) and ET'(RT'\L, RT'\K)
are strongly dual objects in Stab.

The following two Lemmas (quoted from [DP]) will be needed. As in [DP] it is
assumed that X and Y are metrizable spaces.

Lemma 3.5

[DP, Lemma 3.51

Suppose X' open in X, Y' open in Y
Then (X, X') 0 (Y, Y') (X, X') x (Y, Y')
where (X, X) x (Y, Y') means (X x Y, (X x Y') U (X'

The second Lemma is that Stab has excision:

Lemma 3.6

[DP, Lemma 3.4]

Suppose X', U are subspaces

of X whose interiors cover X

Let U'=UflX'
Then (U, U')

(X, X') is an isomorphism in Stab.

Proof (of Theorem 3.4) The evaluation map

e:

T'(

RT'\L, RT'\K) ® (K, L) -p S°

is defined after n-fold suspension:
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x Y)).

(R- \L, R"\K)

e (K, L)

Sn

(Lemma 3.5)
"S

(JRn\L, IR\K) x (K, L)

-

II

Ir

((1Ft'\L) x K, (( R\L) x L) U ((R\K) x K))
(V7

(1Ft', R\O)

k) I

'

v—k

Now define the coevaluation map
77: So - (K, L) 0 >_n(Rn\L, Lt\K).
Take B a ball centre 0 containing

k.

Again the n-fold suspension

is constructed:

n
S

77

(K,L)®(IR'\L,RTh\K)
(Lemma 3.5)

(1PJ, R'\0)

(K, L) x (IR\L, R'\K)

H

II

(K" IR"\B)

(K x (lFt"\L), (K x (lFt"\K)) U (L x (IR"\L)))
(R,(K"\K)uL)

1

(Lemma 3.6)

(k\L, (k\K)

U

(L\L))
vI

=

(f x (R"\L), (k x (R" \K)) U (L x (Lt"\L)))
0

(v,v)

i is the inclusion map. j is an equivalence by excision: the closure of L is
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contained in the interior of

L.

To complete the proof it suffices to show that e and

satisfy the conditions

77

of Theorem 3.2 b). The first one is that the composition

(K, L) = 8° ® (K, L) -p (K, L) 0 E(R\L, ]R'\K) 0 (K, L)
(K,L)®S ° = (K, L)
is the identity on (K, L).
Putting in the definitions of e and

17,

the composite is

(]R, 1R\O) x (K,L)

I

(IFt', 1R?\o) x (K,L)

Cle

(1R, W\B)x (K, L)

(K, L) x (]R', 1Et'\o)
(1Ft',(1ft'\K)uL) x (K, L)

H

(k,L) x (R n' W\O)

(k\L, (k\K) U (L\L)) x (K, L)
(VI

k)

(v,v—k)
(lR.'\L,

(VI

The key step is that (v, k) i- (v, v - k)
(v ) k)

v ) k)
may be replaced with

(k, v - k) without changing the morphism in Stab. This follows on

adapting a Lemma of Dold [D, Lemma 6.121 to the relative case, proved here as
Lemma 3.7 below.

with (v, k) '-i (k, v - k) the composite

After replacing (v, k) i- (v, v - k)
becomes

(R", R\O) x (K, L) (IR", R'\B) x (K, L) (V,

(v, k) i- (v - k, k)
(v ) k, t)

i-4

k)

(R', R''\O) x (K, L)

- (v—k,k).

is homotopic to (v, k) i.- (v, k) using the homotopy

(v - ik, k): If v E 1Ft'\B

and k E K\L then v - tk is required

to lie in W\O Vt E [0, 1] - this is the case since lvi

> Iki as K C B.

Therefore the composite is equivalent to the identity morphism.
Finally, the second condition of Theorem 3.2 b) is that the composition
E( IR?'\L, ]R\K) ® S °
lon
E( 1R\L, IRTh\K) ® (K, L) ® >2''( 1R'\L, IR\K)
S° ® E( IR''\L, 1R'\K)
is the identity on !''( R'\L, R\K).
Suspending 2n times and putting the definitions of EnE and >277 this boils
down to (_,)n times the stable homotopy class of the map

(R'\L, 1R\k) x (k\L, (k \K) U (L\L)) - (IR', 1R\O) x (IR\L, 1R?\K)
(X) V)

i-+

(x—v,v).

The factor of (-1)" is involved as E 2n(, (D 1) = (-1)" En. 0E n j.
Applying Dold's Lemma (Lemma 3.7 below) with (]R''\L, W\k) as (X, Y)
and (1R\L, 1R'\K) as

(, 1'), (x, v) '-i (x - v, v) may be replaced by

(x, v) i-+ (x - v, x) without changing the morphism in Stab.
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The morphism becomes (_i)n times

(R - \L, 1Ft\K) x (R', 1R'\O)
- (R - \L, 1R'\k)x(1R, R\B) - (1R', R\O)x(R'\L, Ift'\K)
(X) V)

and (x, v) i-i (x - v, x) is homotopic to (x, v)

(x—v,x)

(—v, x) via

(x, v ) t) i- (xt - v, x) as above.
Now

—+ (lEr,]R'\o)

(1R',R'\O)

1-4

V

—v

is the suspension of the antipodal map
IR?\O V

1-4

—v

and so is (_,)n times the identity (]R', R\O) -+ (]R, R'\O).

This factor

of (-1) cancels with the factor of (-1)' arising from the relationship
between

2n(, 0 1) and Ee 0 E"l. Consequently the composite is the

identity as required.
All that remains is to adapt a Lemma of Dold [D, Lemma 6.121 to the relative
case

Lemma 3.7

(k, 1') are pairs of spaces in IR with
C X, X a neighbourhood of X and Y C 1'.

Suppose (X, Y)
Y
Let

ç, 02:

(\Y, (k\X) U (i'\Y)) x (X, Y) - (,
be the maps

q i (v,lc) = (v,v—k)

0 2 (v,k) = (k,v—k).
Then 01, 0 2 are stably equivalent.
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1')

x (1W, 1R?\O)

Proof Consider the diagram (i = 1,2)
(X, Y) x

(RTh,

W\O)

(k\Y, (k\X) U (\Y)) x (X, Y) c (k\Y x X, (\Y x X)\ix\(flx)) (T

T\x\(.flx))

3
where Lx\(?flx) is the diagonal; 01, 02 are the maps
= (v,v—k)

0 2 (v,k) = (k,v—k);
4 j and fli are the restrictions of ',bj; and
T = {(v, k)

e

((5C\Y) x X)

I the line joining

v to k lies in

}.

T is a neighbourhood ofA x\( k nx) in (\Y) x X so by excision j is an
equivalence in Stab.

/3k, /32 are homotopic by linear homotopy - If (v ) k) E T\L x\( ç flx) the image
of the homotopy must lie within (' x 1R?) U (X x (]R' 1 \O)); but if v - k 0
the line joining v and k lies in

k

(by construction of T) and if v - k = 0

then v=kEYflX.
Consequently 01, 02 are equivalent in Stab. Therefore, on restriction,
q, 02 are equivalent as required.

3.3 The Duality Result
Consider S, an isolated invariant set in a smooth flow,
n-manifold M.

q j (x), on a smooth

Robbin and Salamon [RS] show that there are spaces N, N_,

N+ such that (N, N_) is an index pair for S in the forward flow and
(N, N) in the reverse flow; N\ON is a smooth n-manifold; and
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VA

ON = N_ U N..,. where N_ and N+ are smooth (n - 1)-manifolds
intersecting in a common boundary (possibly empty). The forward and
reverse Conley indices are then
Crev(S)

C(S) = N/N_

Take s sufficiently large that
lit8

= N/Nt .

M C It 8 and let ii be the normal bundle of M

in

.

Theorem 3.8

N/N_ and E_8 Ni#/N

are strongly dual objects in Stab

where i' is the normal bundle of M C lit8 and iv is the
pull-back of v to N.,..

Proof The idea is to use the relative strong dual result (Theorem 3.4) to show
that N/N_ is strongly dual to (lFt8 \N_, lR'\N) which is homotopy
equivalent to the Thom complex of the normal bundle of N with the
restriction to N+ collapsed.

N C lit 8 has a smooth tubular neighbourhood V (the closure of
the tubular neighbourhood of N\ÔN).
is ÔV = S U V.,. U V..
bundle of

The topological boundary of V

where S is the sphere bundle of the normal

N C It 8 ; and V.,., V_ are the restrictions of V to N.,., N_

respectively.

V may be extended to a neighbourhood V U W where

W retracts onto ON.
There is a deformation retraction

VUW -+ N.

Define W_ = r'N_.
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Now, N/N_ is homotopy equivalent to (V U W...., i..). To see this
notice that the space

(V U W_, li'....) is homotopy equivalent 4to

(VUW_)/W....

(VUW_)/W_

But

equivalent since the pairs

and

N/N_

are homotopy

(V U W..., W_) and (N, N_) are

homotopy equivalent as pairs under the deformation retraction

By Theorem 3.4
8

(R8 \

(]R8 \

(V U W_,

T, R8 \(V U W_))

r.

is strongly dual to

but,

i4'_, lFt8 \(VuW_))

(1R8 \ i'7_)/R\(VuW_)

V/(aV\V)
VAS uV..)
N"/N.
concluding the proof of the theorem.

Since the homotopy type of
pair

N/N_ does not depend on the choice of index

(N, N...), its S-dual is also independent of the choice of pair.

3.4 Homology
In [DP] Dold and Puppe show that Alexander duality in homology is a
consequence of the S-duality between

(K, 0) and E - '( R, W\K).

They do

4 Caution is needed when passing from a mapping cone (X, A) to the quotient space X/4
as these spaces are not necessarily homotopy equivalent. However, if the pairs (X, A) and
-* X is a cofibration then the mapping cone
(X, A) are homotopy equivalent (as pairs) and
To see this notice that if the pairs (X, A)
(X, A) may be replaced by the quotient X/A.
and (X, A) are homotopy equivalent then the corresponding mapping cones are homotopy
equivalent; and then if A -+ X is a cofibration, the mapping cone (X, A) is homotopy equivalent
to the quotient X/A (see for example [Ma, p244]). Since the spaces occurring in the proof
of theorem 3.8 are polyhedral it is possible to pass between mapping cones and quotients of
closures without peril.
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this by showing that functors which preserve the monoidal structure take
strongly dual objects in one category to strongly dual objects in another. They
show that the singular chain functor taking objects in stable homotopy to chain
complexes has this property. Alexander duality then follows from the strong
duality between the chain complex of (K,

0) and that of E'( R', ]R?\K) .

Similarly Poincaré duality may be obtained from the strong duality between

M/ÔM and M

the Thom complex of the normal bundle of M.

This section starts with an account of this process following [DP]. The
method is then applied to the S-dual objects C(S) and EN"/N" of Stab
to obtain

Hk(C(S)) H fl _k (N,N+;o(i* v ))

Definition 3.9

Suppose (C, ®) and (C', ®') are monoidal categories.

A covariant functor T : C - C' is monoidal if there are natural
transformations

TAB : TA 0' TB

- T(AOB)

I — TI

compatible with the natural transformations involved in

(C, ®) and

(C', o').

T preserves tensor products if the natural transformation

r is an

equivalence.

Applying a functor which preserves tensor products, T, to the identities in
condition b) of Theorem 3.2, it follows that

TA=IØTA T1 TA®TDA®TA 1
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TAØI= TA

and

TVA = TVA (9 1TVA®TA®TVA

are the identity morphisms on TA and TVA

Theorem 3.10

T1 10 TVA = TVA

respectively, and so

[DP, Corollary 2.4]

If A is strongly dualisable in (C, ®) with strong dual VA
T : C - C a monoidal functor preserving tensor products
Then TA and TVA are strongly dual objects in (C', ®').

The category ChainR of (chain) homotopy classes of chain complexes over a
ring R will also be needed. Chain has as objects, chain complexes

A= {A q , 0: A q

A q _i Iq eZ}

4

where A q are modules over R,

02 =

and as morphisms, chain homotopy classes of chain maps.
This may be given a monoidal structure (see [DP]) defined by

(A 0 B) = ®p+ q =n A 0 A q
O(a®b) = OaOb+(-1)a®Ob

I

Iq

=o

q=O
qO.

Every chain complex A has a weak dual

(DA)q= horn R(A_,R)
(VA) q

4
+

-8

(VA) q_ i

s given by

A_ q

I

bI

(_1)_'b0
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The strong dualisable chain complexes are those complexes which are finitely
generated and projective: those for which A

q and the

are zero for all but finitely many

A q are projective.

The functor between Stab and Chain providing the link between S-duality
and duality theorems in homology is essentially the functor taking a space to
its (reduced) singular chain complex; the only complication is getting the
dimensions straight:
Given a connected pointed space X with base point x 0 let

OX

be the

singular chain complex of (X, x o ). This may be extended to a functor

C : Stab - Chain
(X, n) '-' (R,n)®OX
where (R, n)q {

q=n
q 54 n

Dold and Puppe show [DP, Proposition 3.2] that C is a monoidal functor
preserving tensor products.
Armed with this machinery the Poincaré-Lefshetz duality theorem for the
homology Conley index may now be proved.

Theorem 3.11

Suppose S is an isolated invariant set in a smooth flow on
an n-manifold M C R3 , N, N + as in Theorem 3.4,
Then Hc(C(S)) H_k(N,N+;o(v))
where v is the normal bundle of M C Ltd.

H(N, N+; o(u)) is the homology of (N, N)

with local coefficients o(u).

See

[Sti]. Given a k dimensional vector bundle over a space X, the local
coefficient system o(a) is defined as follows. An orientation of R' is a choice
of one of the two components of the space of isomorphisms R' _
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W.

For

each x E X there are two orientations of the fibre a 3 . The orientation
bundle of a is the formed by taking the two orientations of a x as the fibre at
x; it is a principal Z2 -bundle.

o(a) is defined as the associated Z bundle -

identifying Z2 with the group of automorphisms of Z.

Proof (Of Theorem 3.11)
With the notation of Theorem 3.4

C(S) and E 5 NV/N are

strongly dual objects in Stab.

O

preserves tensor products so CC(S) and O(EN"/N') are

strongly dual chain complexes. (Lemma 3.10.)

aC(S), however, has as dual the chain complex A with
A_ q = horn (CqC(S),Z)
Therefore, by the uniqueness of duals (Lemma 3.1),

horn (CqC(S),Z)
((R, —s) ®
=

O_q+s(A/N")

are isomorphic chain complexes.
Taking homology of these chain complexes,

H(C(S))

H_ q+s(N", N')
-

H

-

A.L

...(3

_fi) (N,N +

; o(L/))

by the Thom
isomorphism theorem 5

r-rn...q (N N +;o(v)).

5 The relative Thom isomorphism theorem, Hk(XAx) Hk_(X,A;o(a)), used here
may be deduced from the usual Thom isomorphism theorem as follows. Suppose a is
an n-dimensional vector bundle over X with disc and sphere bundles D(a), S(a) respecThe claim
tively. Suppose also that A C X and i* cg is the pull-back of a to A.
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If M is orientable then the bundle of coefficients o() is trivial and as a
consequence H(C(S)) HT_(N, N +
Corollary 3.12

SO

)

[McC3, Theorem 2.1]

H(C(S))

-

if

.LL nq

(Cm(S)).

The cap product gives a
is that Hfr(D(c), S(c) U D(i*a)) L, Hk_(D(a), D(i*a); o(a)).
map H(D(), S(a); o(a)) 0 Hk(D(a), S(a) U D(i*a)) - Hk_(D(a), D(i* c ) ; o(a)) so taking the cap product with the (twisted) Thom class E HTh(D(a), S(ct); o(c)) gives a map
Hk(D(a), S(a) U D(i*a)) - Hk_(D(a), D(i* a) ; o('a)). The five lemma together with the
standard Thom isomorphism theorem shows that this map is an isomorphism.

Chapter 4
The Conley Index of a
Degenerate Critical Point

This chapter is concerned with the Conley index of isolated critical points of
smooth functions f : M -+ R. The Conley index of a non-degenerate critical
point of index k is the sphere Sic. Which spaces can occur as the Conley index
of an isolated degenerate critical point? Can, for example, RPk occur in such
a way? It is clear that such a space must be a CW-complex: Assuming that
the point c is the only critical point with value f(c) choose regular values v 1 , v2
with c the only critical point in f [v i , v2 1.

Now Morsify c so that f is

unchanged on a neighbourhood of M\f 1 [vi , v2 1 (Corollary 1.30). By
Lemma 1.26 (M"2 , M'') is an index pair for c and for its Morsification.
Hence by Morse theory C(c) is CW.

(Robbin and Salamon [RS] show the

more general fact that in a smooth flow on a manifold the Conley index of an
isolated invariant set is a CW-complex).

Takens [T] shows that if c 1 , c2

,. . . ,

Cm

are critical points in a connected

component of a level set f 1 (v) and U is a neighbourhood of a path in

I

joining the critical points then there is a new function differing from the
original only in U with just one critical point c in U.
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The Conley index of c is

that of the disjoint set {c i , c2 ,... , c} (Lemma 1.26) which is the wedge of the
the indices of the cj
C(c)

VC(c)

since the disjoint union of index pairs for the

Cj

is an index pair for

{C1, c 2 ,.. . , c} as there is no flow between these critical points. Consequently
any wedge of spheres can occur as the Conley index of a critical point on
merging non-degenerate critical points of appropriate indices.

Example 4.1

Consider Sc as the unit sphere in 1R 11
Define

fk

fk:

S'
x

u-+

R
lix - (-1,0,...

,0)11 2

has two non-degenerate critical points: (-1,0,...,0) is a minimum and

(1,0,... ,0) a maximum.
Now define
f:

S/Cl

x 8k2 x ... x S k n _4 R
(x 1 ,x 2 ,. ..,x) '-+ Eifki

(Xi)

f has 2l (non-degenerate) critical points
lei
= ±1}
fl ,0,...,0)
{(e 1 ,0 ) ...,0,e 2 ,0,...,0,...,6
With ei in the i +

j k, entry.

Consider the n critical points with ei = -1 for all but one i.
the critical points in the level set f 1 (4).
Denote by c8 the critical point with
is
63
C,

=1

has index k3 .

The map
p: [0,1]
9

--+f-1 (4)
(cos lrO,sin7rO,0,. . .,0,-cosir9,sinir9,0,...
,0,-1,0,. . .
60

These are

is a path in f 1 (4) between c1 and c2 .

Similarly there is a path between

c3 and ct in f 1 (4) for all s and t.
Using Taken's method described above {c i , c2

,..

., c} can be merged to

form a critical point c with Conley index

C(c) S

V S' V

... v Sk-

In §4.1 the Lusternik Schnirelmann category of the Conley index of a set S in a
metric flow is related to that of S. Applying this to a critical point c of a
smooth function it is shown that LSC(c) :5 2 and so many spaces, for example
pk

for k> 1 which has LS IRP/C = k + 1, can not occur as the index of an

isolated critical point.

§4.2 opens with the observation that if S has an index pair (N, N_) with N
contractible then C(S) is the suspension of N_.

The remainder of the section

is devoted to establishing that the suspension of any finite CW complex can
occur as the Conley index of an isolated critical point.

4.1 The Lusternik Schnirelmann Category of

C(S)
Suppose Y C Z.

The Lusternik Schnirelmann Category of Y in Z,

LSY, is the minimal number of open (not necessarily connected) sets of Y,
contractible in Z, covering Y.

LSyY is abbreviated to LS Y and is called the

Lusternik Schnirelmann Category of Y.

The Lusternik Schnirelmann Category is a homotopy invariant ie. if (Z1 , Y1
and (Z2 , 1'2) are homotopic as pairs then LS 1 Y1 = LS 2 Y2.
result will also be needed.
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The following

)

Lemma 4.2

Suppose A C Y C X and that A is a deformation
retract of Y in X,
Then LSxYLSxA

By A being a deformation retract of Y in X it is meant that there is a
homotopy H : Y x I -+ X such that

H(x,O) = x
H(x,1)EA

VxEY

H(x,1)=x VxA

ie. r(x) = H(x, 1) is a retraction of Y onto A followed by the inclusion of A in
X and r is homotopic to the inclusion of Y in X.
Proof (of the Lemma)

LSXA<LSXY

since AY.

It will be shown that LSx Y <LSx A.
Let H and r be as introduced in the discussion above. Take a covering

{U1 } of A by open sets of A contractible in X. The aim is to show that
the open cover {r 1 U1} of Y consists of sets contractible in X.
Consider one set Uk of the cover. Since Uk is contractible in X there is a
homotopy

h: Uk

X

I-X

X and the constant map c taking Uk to a

between the inclusion j : Uk

point of X. Consider the following map:

X

rXl

I - Uk xl - X
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This is a homotopy between rIT_luk and a constant map. But rlr_,Uk
is homotopic to the inclusion of r 1 Uk in X via the homotopy

-,

x

So the inclusion of r 1 Uk in X is homotopic to a constant map; hence

f U, is contractible in X as required. This completes the proof.

Now consider an isolated invariant set S in a flow with index pair (N, N_).
Points of N either exit N under the forward flow so flow into N_, or belong to
the closed set M = {- y e N I w(y) C S}. In the quotient N/N_ the open set

(N/N_)\M
of M

may be contracted along flow lines to the point [N_].

So a cover

by contractible open subsets of N/N_ together with (N/N_ )\M

an open contractible cover of N/N.....

form

M+ can be contracted along flow lines

into any neighbourhood of S so provided S is nicely embedded

LSC(S) <LSS + 1. The details areas follows:

Theorem 4.3

Let S be an isolated invariant set in a flow on a metric
space X.
N, N., N+ an index triple for S with forward and reverse
exit time maps r and r_ as in Lemma 2.6
Then V open neighbourhoods K of S with 1? fl N_ = 0
LSC(S) < LSK+ 1

Proof The first step is to show that the open set N/N_ \M is contractible
in N/N_.
Define

F:N\MxI— N
(-y, t)

i-
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F is continuous since r+ (-y ) is continuous; and F maps N_ x I
to N_.

MflN... =0
hence F passes to the quotient to give a map

P: (N/N)\M x I -, N/N
a homotopy between

Fo : ( N/N.... )\M
and

fr1

:

(

N/N_

the inclusion

N/N_ )\M - N/N_
i-+ [N_]

['y]

Now let V = N\r 1 [O,e]
where 0 < e < min,EKr+(y)

VnN=0
McV
Let k be the minimal number of open sets of N/N_, contractible in N/N_,
covering Mt LS C(S) < Ic + 1 since these k sets together with

(N/N_ )\M

cover N/N_ and are contractible in N/N_.

It remains to show that k <LS K.

To do this it is sufficient to show
and a subset K' of K, such that

that there is a neighbourhood 1? of M

(N/N_, k) and (N/N_, K') are homotopy equivalent as pairs, for then
k < LSN/N_ k
and

since

k

is a neighbourhood of M

LSN/NK = LSN/NK'
:5 LSN/N.K

< LSK

Let KT= (r 1 [T,oUM)fl(r 1 [T,00)UM)
For sufficiently large T> 0, KT C K
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Suppose not. Then 3 sequence {yn} with
7k E

r 1 [k,00)flr. 1 [k,00)

7kK

Let 7* be a limit point of {'y,}

7* E

Kk

Vk> 0,

c5(_c000)(7)

C N and therefore E S

k and so

but

Let K' = KT where T is large enough so that KT C K.

Define

k

=

{ -y E N I0 < t < T, with [o,t](7) C N, qf g (y) E KT}

K C V since r(7) T for 7EK
K is a neighbourhood of M:
Let 70 E M
It suffices to find a neighbourhood U of 'yo in V for which

r+ (7)>2T V-ye U; For then 0[0,27](7)EN so
Vy C U, and hence U C

4T(7)EKT

k.

Suppose such a U does not exist. Then 3 a sequence
{7k}

ie. 3

in V with '7k
{tk},

and r+ ('7k) <2T.

-

0 <— tk !~ 2T with

point of {tk}.

Then

q5ta(70)

bk('7k)

E N_,

e N_.

Let t be a limit

but this is a

contradiction as 'yo C Mt

To complete the proof all that remains is to show that (N/N_, k) is
homotopic to (N/N_, KT). This is achieved by constructing a map
which pushes K onto KT and is well behaved on N/N_ as follows:
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Define

F : (N,k)xI -* (N/N_,k)
[N_]
[7]

[N_]

'yEN_
r_(-y)>Tor -yM_
r:5 T and either
tr_('y) + ,r+ (-I) > iT
or -y E M
tr_() + r+(7) <iT

pictorially,

r_(7)

7 t- []

7

[N]

IT
this maps N_ x I to [N_] and hence induces a map

F: (N/N,]?) x I - (N/N,]?)
a homotopy between the identity and a retraction
of

k

onto KT.

This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
If S has a neighbourhood K homotopy equivalent to S and satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 4.3 then LSC(S) LS S + 1. More generally this
holds if (X, S) is an NDR pair.
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Definition 4.4
A pair of spaces (X, A) where A is closed in X is an NDR pair if
there exist maps

u:X — I
and

such that

i)

h:XxI —+X

A = u 1 (0)
h(x,O)=x VxEX
h(x,t) = x V

eA

h(x,1)A VxEu

1 [O, 1 )

A pair (X, A) is an NDR pair if and only if A -+ X is a cofibration. This is
one of the consequences of the following theorem of Steenrod [St2]:

Lemma 4.5 [St2, Theorem 7.1]
If X is compactly generated and A is closed in X, then the following are
equivalent:
(X, A) is an NDR pair,
XxOUAxI isaretractof Xxi
(X, A) is a cofibration.

Corollary 4.6 (to the proof of Theorem 4.3)

Suppose S is an isolated invariant set in a flow on a metric space X
and (X, 5) is an NDR pair,
Then LSC(S)<LSS+1
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Proof
Since (X, S) is an NDR pair there exist maps h : X x I

u:X

-

-

X and

I as in Definition 4.4.

Take an index pair (N, N_) for S as in Theorem 4.3. Let V be a
neighbourhood of S in u 1 [O, 1) fl (N\N_).

Now take V'

a neighbourhood of S such that V' x I C h'V.

hIv,1 : V x I

-

V

is a homotopy demonstrating that S is a (strong) deformation retract of
V'inV.
Hence by Lemma 4.2 LS V V = LS V S. Now, from the proof of
Theorem 4.3, taking V' as the neighbourhood K of S in the statement of
the theorem,

LSC(S) !~- LSNIN. V ' + 1
<LSvV'+l
So from above

LSC(S)<LSS+1

Corollary 4.7

Suppose c is an isolated rest point of a flow on a metric space,
Then LSC(c) <2.
Proof LS (c) = 1 so the result follows from Corollary 4.6.

4.2 Suspensions
In the preceding section it was established that if c is a isolated critical point of
a smooth function then the Conley index of c has Lusternik Schnirelmann

category at most 2. In fact if c has a nice index pair (N, N_) with N
contractible then the Conley index is a suspension:

Lemma 4.8

Suppose S is an isolated invariant set, (N, N_) an index pair
for S where N is contractible and (N, N_) is an NDR
pa Zr.
Then C(S)>N_

Proof N_

N is a cofibration so
N_ - N -- N/N_

-L
h

4
commutes up to homotopy where
and cone of p.

N

4-

EN

TP

4, T,,

are the mapping cylinder

The maps j and k are homotopy equivalences.

T, is a cofibration and N is contractible so h is a homotopy

equivalence (this result can be found as [W, Chapter I, 5.13]).
Consequently h' is a homotopy equivalence and

C(S) EN
It would seem reasonable to conjecture that if c is an isolated critical point of a
smooth function on a manifold then c does have an index pair as above with N
contractible and hence that C(c) N_.

The following is devoted to the construction of a smooth function with an
isolated critical point that has Conley index EK, where K is any given finite

C W-complex.
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Theorem 4.9

Suppose K is a (not necessarily connected) finite
CW complex
Then 2 a smooth function

f:

R1 - It for some n

s.t. 0 is an isolated critical point and under the gradient
flow and
C(0) EK.

Proof K may be embedded (up to homotopy) in S' (for some n) as a smooth
codimension 0 submanifold

k

Take a triangulation of K.
S'1 for some n.

such that (Sn,

k)

is an NDR pair:

This can be included as a subcomplex of

Form K' a regular neighbourhood of K in S'. K' is

homotopy equivalent to K and is a compact n-manifold with boundary.
(see [RkS]). Now smooth the boundary to form

k.

The idea is to construct a C°° function on R'11 with 0 as an isolated
critical point and (B'11 ,

k)

an index pair for 0.

Consider B'1 as the cone on S' with vertex 0

B1 - {txlx E S'1O < t < 1}
This contains CK and
Let B2

cok

the cones on

k

= { txlxE S'1,O < t < 2}

cok2 c ck2 C B2
Now take a smooth double collar M C S" of OK
M

Ip

ak x

[-1,1]

chosen so that

'(y,$) e k

7

s

0

and

ak

Construct a: [-1, 11 - lEt a C°° map satisfying:

S < — 3/4

1+1

Isi

—s

( —1
and a(s) = 0

<
1/2
> 3/4

S

4* 3 =0

Define &: B2 \0 -p R
1

(x)=

IIXII
IIXII

apb()
—1

E (S\M)n(S\k)
EM
E (S\M)nfiT

where
is the projection onto the second factor.

& is C°° on B2 \0.

Define g : B2 - JR
1

g(x)

=

e Wà(x)
0

x
x

Since the k-th partial derivatives of & behave like

l/II x II/c

as lixil -' 0

g is C°° on B2 and all derivatives vanish at 0.

o is the only critical point of g in B2 . To see this notice that the
derivative of g in a radial direction r is

Dg(r)

2e W

=II xII

&(x)

x 54 0

which vanishes only for &(x) = 0 i.e only when x e Cak2

.

For x E COK2 \0 the derivative in the normal direction n to CK
at x pointing into CK is
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Dxg(n) = eD{apib()}(n)
36 0
since

= —1, b is a diffeomorphism and p is

do

monotonic along any path in M normal to OK.

Hence 0 is an isolated invariant set of the gradient flow with isolating

1 (see Lemma 1.24).

neighbourhood B

It remains to show that (B",

A')

satisfies the requirements of definition

1.4 ie that K is positively invariant and is an exit for the flow on
These are verified below from the observation that the gradient of g

1 on S"\k, in on

points out of B

To see that

A'

k\Ok,

is an exit for the flow on B

10 • x =

dt

and out of

A'

= —2e 1 &(x)
<0

A'

is positively invariant: If x E

dt
so q5(x)

B

10. x> 0
1 fort

e

(0, C)

some e > 0
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Hence

ok.

1 take x E S\k;

— Vg(x) x

so no flow exits through S\K.

on

A'

is an exit.

k\Ok
(as above)

If x E

ok

10•n>O
at 4t(x) 10
dt

where n is normal to Ok in S pointing into K.
ç j (x) E CK 2\0K2

hence

Vt E (0,,F)
some

Suppose for a contradiction that 4t(x) E

CR\Ok
Vt

e

(0,e) some e > 0.

Choose to E (0,e)
By the Mean Value Theorem

such that

Tt çbj(X)

But
So Vx E
and so

g

dt

k

k

•x<0

t(X)
UI,

has direction q5 0 (x) — x

t=tl

d

so

3tj E (0, t 0 )

lt=tl'

qS t (x) points out for q t (x) E Ck\COk

3e> 0 such that t

e

(0,e) = q5t (x)

V B''

is positively invariant in

function f on R'' by taking a

may be extended to a C

C°° function
p:

[0,00) —+

1
— 0

K such that

t [0,1+e]
tE[2— e, 00 )
some 0 < e < 1/2

and defining

1(x) — { p(IxII)g(x)
—

lixil < 2

lIxil > 2

0
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f agrees with g on a neighbourhood of B4 and hence 0 is an isolated
invariant set in the gradient flow with index pair (B' 1 ,

is contractible so by Lemma 4.8

C(0)
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k).

Chapter 5
The Number of Critical Values of
a Morse Function
On the Morsification (see §1.3) of a degenerate critical point, c, a collection
C1,

c2

,..

. , cm of non-degenerate critical points results. The Conley index of

this collection together with their connecting orbits is the same as the Conley
index, C(c), of the original degenerate critical point (Theorem 1.29). It is
natural to ask what information the Conley index of c gives about the set of
resulting Morse points. For example a simple Morse theory argument (see for
example [M, §5]) shows that the number of resulting non-degenerate critical
points of index Ic is bounded below by the kth Betti number of C(c).
This chapter addresses the problem of finding lower bounds for the number of
critical values obtained on Morsification. If {c 1 , c2 ,..

. ,

Cm}

all have the same

critical value then there can be no connecting orbits between the critical points
and the isolated invariant set consists of the discrete set

{c i , c2

,. . . ,

Cm}.

The

Conley index of this collection, and hence C(c), is therefore Vm l C(c1 ) and
since C(c1) is a sphere for each i, C(c) is a wedge of spheres. Hence, if C(c) is
not a wedge of spheres, no Morsification of c will result in a collection of
non-degenerate critical points all lying in the same level set.
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The general situation follows a similar pattern: Suppose c Morsifies to a
collection {c 1 ,c2 ,. .. ,c,} lying on k level sets with values {v i ,v 2 , . . . , v,}.
Take v and w regular values of

f

with v < v1 <v2

there are no other critical values of

C(c)

MW/MV

f

< ... <vk < w

between v and w.

and so that

In this situation

(lemma 1.26). Diagrammatically:
U!

M

w

P(W)

f1(vk)

Vk

X ---- X_...
f

f1(vi) ---- X...._X.__X

V2
V1

f -1 (V)

V

.X___X___...

MV1/M1J

is a wedge of spheres and

a cofibration. Similarly each
in a cofibration

Mv$1Mi_1

MV1/M1J C_+ MW/MV MUh/Mt1+t is

MV /Mt_1+e is

a wedge of spheres occurring

) M"/M"'

Note 5.1 Consequently (taking Xi

= Mu1Mt)i_1, X1 = MW/MV)

a sequence of k spaces X 1 , X 2 ,. . . , X,

each space obtained from its

there is

predecessor by quotienting out a wedge of spheres terminating in Xk which is
itself a wedge of spheres.
So if c is an isolated critical point for which every such sequence for C(c) has
more than k terms then on Morsification the resulting non-degenerate points
must lie on more than k level sets.
In 5.3 a homotopy invariant "maximal length" of a CW-complex is defined
modelled on this idea. This length is hard to calculate, but there are many
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calculable lower bounds satisfying similar properties. These "lengths" are
defined in §5.2. The maximum length of a non-trivial composition of primary
cohomology operations is shown to be a length satisfying this definition. §5.4
is devoted to the calculation of the Steenrod cohomology length of RP and
RP'. It is found that arbitrarily large Steenrod lengths can occur.
The maximal length of the Conley index of an isolated degenerate critical
point, c, is shown in §5.5 to be a lower bound for the number of critical values
obtained on Morsification of c.

It was seen in §4 that any suspension can

occur as the Conley index of an isolated critical point. The calculations of
§5.4 show that there are suspensions with arbitrarily large length, so given a
natural number N, there is a critical point which cannot be Morsified to give
less than N critical values.

5.1 Cofibrations
The spaces considered throughout this chapter will have the homotopy type of
finite dimensional CW-complexes. A cofibration will be a triple

A -p X - C

where there is a finite dimensional CW-pair (X', A') with A A', X X'
and C X'/A'.
For example a map f : A -i X may be considered as a cofibration

A - X - C in the following way: First replace A and X with finite
CW-complexes A' and X' where A' A and X X1 ; then let X' be the
mapping cylinder of the map A' A

4X

Then (X', A') is a CW-pair and C X'/A'.

X1 and C be the mapping cone.
See, for example, Whitehead

[W].

Lemma 5.2

Suppose X - Y - C 1 and

Y -p Z -, C2 are cofibrations
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Then there is a space C3 and cofibrations
X—Z--C 3 and
C1

C3

-+

-

C2.

Proof By the above definition of cofibration these cofibrations may be
represented by finite CW-pairs:

X'YI

-4

Y'/X'

_-

,/

"

where X' X and Y' Y = Y".

Let h be the homotopy

equivalence Y' Y".
Form the mapping cylinder Z:h where y" Z'.
Now X'-Z: h -Z: h /X' and
-

Z,JX'

-*

Zh/Y'.

But Z,'h/Y' Z'/Y" C 2 .
So putting C3 = Zh/X' the result follows.

5.2 Lengths and Cohomology Operation
Length
Let '1-ICW be the category whose objects, Ob('J-(CW), are connected topological
spaces with the homotopy type of finite CW-complexes; and whose morphisms
are homotopy classes of maps.

Definition 5.3 A length is a function 1: Ob(7-ICW)

-

Z 0 satisfying:

1(X) = 0 if X is homotopy equivalent to a point,
1(X)

1 if X is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of
spheres and

given a cofibration A

1(X) ! ~ 1(A) + 1(C).

tEl

-

X

-

C then

Example 5.4 Cohomology Operation Length
The non-vanishing of a cohomology operation 9: H?(X) Ht(X)
the existence of an essential attaching map from an

e'

indicates

cell to an eT cell in

X. Roughly speaking, the presence of such a map prevents these cells being
quotiented out (as sr V S' 1 ) at the same stage in a sequence of the form 5.1.
Thus the existence of a non-trivial cohomology operation on X means that X
has maximal length at least 2. Similarly a non-trivial composition

0 r-1 . . . 0201 of cohomology operations should only occur on X if the maximal
length of X is a least r.

Cohomology length is defined as follows:

Let A be a collection of Abelian groups.

Definition 5.5

An A-chain of primary cohomology operations is a set

{(0, A,r1) I i = 1,...k some k EN} where A 1 E A, r1+i > ri > 0 and
Oi is a primary cohomology operation of type
HT 1 (—; A.) —

HT'

(—; A 11 )

(A 1 , r1 ; A1+i, r+i)

1 < i < k - 1.

A space X supports a chain of length k if there is a chain

{(01,A1,r1) I i= 1,2,... ,k} and
°k-1

. . . 9 2 01 1L

u E HT 1 (X;A j ) such that

0 E HTk(x; Ak).

(The element 0 k1 . . . 0201 u is interpreted as u if k = 1; thus a space
with cohomology in some positive dimension supports a chain of length 1.)

The A-cohomology operation length, 14, of X is defined as the
maximum length of an A-chain supported by X with the convention that

14(X) = 0 if X has no cohomology in positive dimensions ie. if X is
homotopy equivalent to a discrete set of points.

It will be seen (when the maximal length of a space is formally defined at 5.9)
that cohomology operation length is a lower bound for the maximal length.
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This will be a consequence of the result that any length is a lower bound for
the maximal length of a space (lemma 5.13) and the fact that cohomology
operation length satisfies the definition 5.3 of length:
Lemma 5.6

1A is a length.

Proof i.) of 5.3 holds by definition.
For ii), notice that if X is a wedge of spheres then there are no
non-trivial cohomology operations on X so IA(X) :5 1.

iii) is as follows:

1A(X) = k> 0

If 1A(X) = 0 there is nothing to prove so suppose
then

a a chain

{(O,

A1,

r) I i = 1, ... , k} and a cohomology

class u E H"(X;A i ) with

Given a cofibration

A -+

9k1

X -+ C there is a commutative diagram:

1.

9*
Hl (C; Ar 1 )

... Ou 0 0.

H' 1 (X;

Ar1)

Hr,

(A; A 71 )
01

01

T

y

y

H72 (x;

H' 2 (C; A 72 )
02

0k-1

A 72 )

H72 (A; A 72 )

02

02

0 k-1

°k-1

*

H7c(C; Ark)

Hr,;

(X;

Ark)

H7c(A; Ark)

g* are induced by maps representing the
with exact rows where f* and
cofibrat iOn.

Exactness ensures that if the image of the chain on X under f 8 first
becomes zero in in a certain row then from then from that row onward
the preimage under g 8 cannot be zero; hence there are chains on A and C
whose lengths add up to the cohomology operation length of X:

Suppose f8 u

0.

It suffices to assume 3 i<s < k — i such that

f 8 03_i ... *9i u0

and f 8 000u — O
(if not then

°k-1 . .

By exactness 3 v E H's" (C; Ar a+i) with
now

g*

Ok-i °k-2

•

O+i

length k

-

s.

°k...1 °k2

9+1

0k_1

...

.

. . .

0,

U

g* v

.

°k-1 °k-2 ...

lA(X)).

Oi

u

v 54 0 and C supports a chain of

Therefore 1A(C) > k

also

~!

g*v = 08 0s.-

= 9 k-1 °k-2.

V

=

Consequently

1A (A)

. 01 f 8 u 91 0 and therefore

-

s

9 f* u = f8 08_i

...

U

740
so A supports a chain of length s and hence WA) > s.
Now 1A(A)+1A(C) > k
so

1A(X) ! ~

1A(A) + 1A(C)

as required.

This leaves the case f 8 u = 0. Again by exactness 3 v E H' 1 (C; A 1 )
with

°k1

..

.01

v 74 0 so 14X) :5 WC)

The Steenrod cohomology length

(A = 1 Z2 })

-

is calculated for

-

completing the proof.

formed using only Steenrod operations

RP' in 5.4.

M
.

5.3 Maximal Length
Maximal length is defined for connected spaces with the homotopy type of
finite CW-complexes as follows:

Definition 5.7

The maximal length L: Ob(flCW) -+ Z 0 is defined by:

L(X) = 0

X is homotopy equivalent to a point,

L(X) = 1

X is homotopy equivalent to a
(non-trivial) wedge of spheres,

L(X) :5 L(A) + L(C)
for all cofibrations A -+ X - C and
If L(X) > 2 there exists a cofibration

A - X -' C with L(X) = L(A) + L(C)
where L(A) > 1 and L(C) > 1.

By a "non-trivial" wedge of spheres it is meant that the wedge consists only of
spheres of positive dimension.

In the following a length, 1, will be constructed on flCW which will turn out to
be the unique length satisfying Definition 5.7.

The idea is that having characterised the spaces of length less than or equal to
1 by deeming non-trivial wedges of spheres to have length 1 and points length
zero; then any space X, not itself a wedge of spheres, that occurs in a
cofibration A - X - C where A and C are wedges of spheres, has length 2
and so on. Formally:
First decree that 1(X) = 0 * X is homotopy equivalent to a point and that

1(X) = 1

X is homotopy equivalent to a (non-trivial) wedge of spheres.
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Now define an increasing sequence of sets 4 of spaces with length at most r
inductively: Let C o = {X I X pt.} and
= {X I X = a (possibly trivial) wedge of spheres).
Define 4 inductively as follows:

Definition 5.8 4 = { X

13

a cofibration A - X -* C with

AE4,CELt

ands+t=r,s>O,t>O}

C=U4

1 may now be defined for spaces belonging to C

Definition 5.9 Given X E £, 1(X) = r where X E C,. and X

£,._.

In order to show that 1 is defined on KCW it remains to show that all connected finite
dimensional CW-complexes belong to L.

Lemma 5.10

Suppose X is a finite dimensional CW-complex.
Denote by k = the number of dimensions in which X has cells
Then XECk.

Proof Induction on k.
If k = 1 then either X is a point or a wedge of spheres so X E £.

Let r be the first (non-zero) dimension in which X has cells. Without
loss of generality X, the r-skeleton of X, can be taken to be a wedge
of spheres. Thus X E L
dimension than X,

X , .-

xixr

and since X/X
E £k-1. Now

x - X/X

is a cofibration so X E

4.

has cells in one less

Corollary 5.11

1 is defined on flCW
and 1(X) <k where k is the number of dimensions in which
X has cells.

Theorem 5.12

1 as defined above satisfies the conditions

of definition 5.7

Proof Properties i) and ii) of 5.7 hold by construction of 1.

If A - X - C is a cofibration then X E £1(A)+l(c) and so
1(X) :5 1(A) + 1(C) thus establishing iii).

Property iv) is as follows:
If 1(X) = r (r > 2) then by definition X e C,.
XI2,. 1
so, by definition of'Cr, B a cofibration A —* X -+ C with
A E C, C E £, A

C V Ct -I such that s + t = r

where s > 0 and t > 0.
Therefore by definition 1(A) = s, 1(C) = t so

1(X) = 1(A) + 1(C) and

hence iv) follows.

Thus there is a maximal length 1 satisfying Definition 5.7; that it is unique is a
consequence of the following result that any length is a lower bound for
maximal length in the sense of Definition 5.7:

Lemma 5.13

Suppose 1 is a length;
L a maximal length on flCW
Then 1(X) <L(X) for all X.

Proof Induction on L(X)
If L(X) = 0 then X is a point and 1(X) = 0. If L(X) = 1 then X
is a wedge of spheres and 1(X) is at most 1.

Suppose L(X) = r (r > 2)
There is a cofibration A

L(X)

now

=

1(X)
!~

-

X

C with

-

L(A) >0, L(C) >0

L(A) + L(C)

1(A) + 1(C)

(property iii) of 5.3)

L(A) + L(S)

since 1(A) < L(A)

and

1(C) <L(C) (induction)
hence

1(X) < L(X)

As a corollary:

Theorem 5.14

The maximal length L (constructed above) satisfying
definition 5.7 is unique.

Proof Suppose L, L' are maximal lengths.
Both L and L' are lengths and so by Lemma 5.13

L(X) < L'(X)

for all X and L'(X) L(X)

and hence are equal.

The maximal length defined above coincides with the provisional definition
given at the start of §5 (note 5.1) as it suffices to consider only cofibrations

A

-

X

-

C where A is a wedge of spheres:

Lemma 5.15 3 a wedge of spheres W and a cofibration

W—X—C
such that L(X) = 1 + L(C).

Proof Induction on L(X).
If L(X) = 2 then there exists a cofibration

with L(A) = L(C) = 1 so A is a wedge of spheres.

Suppose L(X) = r (r

> 2) then there is a cofibration A

-

X

-

C1 (1)

with L(X) = L(A) + L(C 1 ) and L(A) >0, L(C1 ) >0.
Hence L(A) <r and so by induction there is a wedge of spheres W with

W—A—C 2 (2)
such that L(A) = 1 + L(C2 ).
Consequently (lemma 5.2) there is a space C3 and cofibrations

W—X--+C 3 (3)and
C2 —C 3 ---C1 (4).
Now

L(X)

< 1 + L(C3)

from (3)

L(C2 ) + L(C1 )

L(C3)

from (4)

1+L(C3) 15 1+L(C2)+L(C1)

< L(A) + L(C 1 )
therefore

and so

from (2)

1 + L(C3) 15 L(X)

L(X)

=

from (1)

1+L(C3).

Thus if there is a sequence of spaces X = X 1 , X 2 ,.

. . ,

Xk where each X2 is

obtained from X1_ 1 by quotienting out a wedge of spheres
of spheres

-

-

Xk itself a wedge

(as 5.1) then L(X) ! ~ k. L(X) is consequently bounded above by

the length of any such sequence for X and below by any short length and thus,
considering the example of cohomology operation length, by the length of any
non-trivial chain of cohomology operations on X.

I

5.4 Some Calculations
In this section the Steenrod cohomology length of ]RP is calculated. The
Steenrod cohomology length of a space X, denoted

12(X), is the cohomology

operation length (Example 5.4) of X taking A as { Z2 } ie. it is one more than
the maximal number of Steenrod operations that can be composed non-trivially
on X.

Theorem 5.16

Given 1 E N 3N such that 12( RPN) = 1
and 12( RP') <1 for n < N
moreover, writing 1=1+i+v where O<vs,
8-1
N=>(i+
1 )2t +v23 + 23-1.

The proof will consist of a number of Lemmas. First some terminology: u will
denote the generator of
H*( RP'; Z2 ) =
/ k \ k +r
and then Sqruk = I
iu

rj

(mod 2)

See, for example [StE, §1].
If I = { ri , r2 , . . . , rt} is a finite sequence of integers, then Sq' will represent
the composition Sqrl Sq' 2 . . . Sq
The idea is that the most efficient chain - in terms of dimension of LtP
needed to support it - of given length 1 may be achieved by using exactly i
occurrences of 5q2t for i = 1,2,... , s as far as is possible, and at most s
occurrences of Sq 2 to make up

l=1+>i+v 0<v<s.

The first lemma demonstrates that if there is a non-trivial chain on RP' then
there is a chain at least as long consisting entirely of operations of powers of 2.

Lemma 5.17

Let I={r 1 ,r2 ,...,rg }.
If Squk 0 in RP some n
Then 21' consisting only of powers of 2
with Sqh'uk 34 0
and the chain Sq" being at least as long as Sq'.

Proof Since even power squares form a generating set of the Steenrod algebra,
A(2), any 5qr may be expressed as the sum of products of even power
squares:

5qri

= E Sq" where

J consists only of powers of 2,

rl
P Sq
SqT2 . . . Sq' Sq jj Sq' 5 q' 1
=E

so Sq

rt

+ 2 .. . (1
L q

j=1

Since SqIuc

0 0 at least one of

Sqnl SqT2 . . . Sq

5qJq Sq T Sq'' 2

Sqrtuk 54 0
and this is a chain at least as long as Sq 1 .
This procedure may be repeated inductively to give the result.

Thus only powers of 2 need be considered. Next it is shown that at most i + 1
S q2 ' can occur in a non-trivial chain. The idea is that Sq 2 ' U =

0 if

and only if the coefficient of 2 in the dyadic expansion of k is non-zero, in
which case k' has no more non-zero dyadic coefficients in total than k and the
coefficient of 2 in k' is zero:

['I.]
[SI.]

Lemma 5.18

Suppose I

=

12 ,2 12

,..

, 2'}

with Squ c j4 0 (some k) in RP
Let n1 be the number of occurrences of 2 in I.
Then ni < 1+ 1 and
k > 2mai{12i} - 1.

Proof

Sqruc

k \ / k -- 2'
28_1 )
=( 2 )
1'

( k + 2 + 2h81 +... + 2' '\uk+23+28_1+21
2"
I
so defining br (m) to be the coefficient of 2 in the dyadic expansion of
m, Sq1u'

Take

in

' bij

0

+ 28 + 2'' + ... + 2'')0 0 Vi < j <.

E IN with bg (rn) 540.

Let t' = min{i > t b(in) = 0}

{ b 1 (m)
0
b( m -i- 2t)=
1
b1 (m)
Define Zt(Tfl) = #{ iIO

i<t

t<i<t'
it'
i>

i < t, b(m) = 1}

for mwith bg (m) 54 0 z(m+2 t ) = zj (m)— 1
for q with b(q)$0

zg ( q +2u) :5 zj (q)
= zg (q)

u<t

u>t.

Consequently 0 < z(k + 2*8 + 2h8_1 + . .. + 2) :5 z(k) - n
=

n1 <z1(k)
<i+1

also z8+i(k) ~! ;(k)
so

(Where z(k)

z(k) ~!max{n1}

is the number of terms

in the dyadic expansion of k).

2-- fnil

=

Lemma 5.19

Suppose n = {n o , n1 ,..

. ,

n} is a finite sequence of integers
with O<n:5i+1, nj LO

k an integer, k >
Let

-

t

t

in

-

1

+

d

2.•

N,k

= k+

n2'
1=0

1=0

Then, taking n* = {1 , 2 , 3 ,. .., s _1, s , v } and k* = 23_1
where s and v are chosen such that 0 <v < s and

ins = in,
Nn-,k- !~

N.

Proof Take j the first integer such that n3 <i + 1. If there is no such
integer, or if j = 1, then n

= n and
N.-,k- = N,k

-

k + k* which yields

the result as in this case k* < k.

Define n' as follows:

j 5/:j, it
ni
n= n+1
1 i=t
1n

I

-

Now i, = i and the corresponding sum

Nfll,k+2j

= k + 2 + >.TQ n2t
= N,k+2+2-2 t
since j <t

N
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The result follows on repeating this process inductively. (If nt
becomes zero, t - 1 plays the role of t in the above argument.)
Finally, a non-trivial chain may be constructed with exactly i + 1 occurrences
of Sq2' for i = 1,
0 <

V

. . .

,

s

-

1 and v occurrences of Sq 2 for any given s and

<s:

Lemma 5.20

Define

'p,q

= {2',21',.. ,2}, p < q

Then Vs and 0 < v <s
SqI3 _ 18 _ 1

SqI3 _25_1

..

SqI 1 .8_Sq I Sql_1 8

. . .

Sq'1' Sqb03_1u2

540

v

a—i—v

in H*(1RPv) where
3 +2 8 -1
3-1
N=(i+I)2'+v2

i+v

and describes a chain of length 1 +

Proof The first step is to show that if b1 (k) = 1, p i
uk'
(

q, then

0) in RPk' and

b(k')=l for p+1<iq+1
This holds because

11

p~i~q — j -

1

0 i=q — j

(1 q—j+1<i<q+1
50 bq ....j.....i(k + 2q +...+ 2 q - 3 ) = 1 and thus
2q—j- 1 5q2_)
54 0
Sq 29 k
Sq

Consequently, since b 2 (28

-

q

-

p- 1

1) = 1 0 < i < s - 1,

Sq'°'' u281 = Ukj
hence

0<j

Sq"

u sd1

=

uc2

with b(k1) = 1 1 < i < s
with b1 (k 2 ) = 1 2 < i < s + 1
(and in particular for 2 < i < s)
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Now inductively Sq'
so

i+1

uki =

with b(k, 1 ) = 1

Sqbo.3 Sq'-'— ' . . . Sq'I Sq"'' u 28 _ 1

j+1< i<s

=

with b1(k +i)=1 v+li<s

_1 u 2' _l = uko+2

Sqbv_ 1 .8 . . . Sq I1, SqI0

and hence Sq''Sq'

6

0

and similarly,

Sq_ 1

. 5

_1

SqI3 2

a_1 . . . Sq'I '.—

I

Sq.' Sq4 _1.a

. SqIl.8 Sqbo,3_1u23_1

+1

_1 8 . . . Sq'

5q _23_1 • . . Sq 4 .8_qJ3 Sq4

Sqh513

0

Sq"'

V

s—i--v

contains v occurrences of Sq28 , .s of Sq23', s - 1 of Sq 282 ,...
and 1 sq1 . Consequently the first N where this is non-zero on

lltpN is given by
8-1

N=>(i+1 ) 2' + v23 + 23-1,
and the chain has length

1= 1+>i+v.

Equipped with these lemmas, the proof of Theorem 5.16 is as follows:

Proof (Theorem 5.16)

Given 1 a chain of length 1 may be constructed as in

Lemma 5.20 which is zero on RP' for n < N and non zero on IRPN
where, on writing 1=

1+Ei+v

(0 < v <

N=>(i+1 ) 2' +v25 + 28-1.

Suppose sq"

U

is a chain of length 1' > 1 (which by lemma 5.17 can be

assumed to consist of even power squares) and the least dimension in
which it is non-zero is N'. By lemma 5.18 the number, n1 , of
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occurrences of 2 in Sq" Uk satisfies ni <i + 1 and k

> 2max{n}

-1

Lemma 5.19 shows that if there were a non-zero chain with n = Z'+ 1 as
far as is possible, s — 1, and n = v then the first dimension, N, in which
it would be non-zero would satisfy N* < N'.

Lemma 5.20 ensures that

such a chain exists and that N < N* and consequently N < N'.

As a result 12( ]RPN) = 1 and if n <N then 12( RP") <1 as required.

Corollary 5.21 Given 1 E IN and taking N as in Theorem 5.16
Then 1 2 (ERP') = 1
and l2 (> ]RP) < i for n <N.

Proof Let s : H*( IRP'; Z2) —+ H*(E RP'; Z 2 ) be the suspension
isomorphism.

H'

( RP) is generated by

5U

s (S qu c) = S qsu k so
S q I suk = 0

S ql u k = 0

Therefore 12(

IRP) = 12( IRPTh)
I,

Since 12 (X) is a lower bound for L(X), given k there is a suspension X
which has L(X) > k.
The Lusternik Schnirelmann category of a suspension X is 2 so amongst spaces
with LS(X) = 2 arbitrarily high length can occur. However, LS(X) - 1 is
not a lower bound for L(X)

in general. For example IRP 3 has

LS( IR,P 3 ) = 4 but L( ]RP 3 ) = 2 as there is a cofibration
S1 c

RP3 —S 2 VS 3 , and l2 (RP 3 )=2.
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5.5 The Minimal Number of Critical Values of
A Morse Function
The problem of finding lower bounds for the number of critical values a Morse
function may have and the similar problem of determining lower bounds on the
number of critical values obtained on Morsification of an isolated degenerate
critical point are considered here. The Lusternik Schnirelmann category, as a
lower bound on the number of isolated critical points a function may have, is
related to the problem in the following way:

E

LS(M) <

number of components of f 1 (v)

critical values v

since Takens [T] shows that the critical points in a connected component of

f

(v) may be merged to form one (degenerate) point. Thus, for example,

LS(M) is a lower bound for the number of critical values of Morse functions on
M with no critical points of index 1 or n

-

1.

Let L(M) be the maximal length of M (5.14).

L(M) + 1, and hence

s(M) + 1 for any length s, bound from below the number of critical values a
Morse function may have.

Lemma 5.22

Suppose X 0 C X1 C

...

CX

is a CW-filtration of X,
ThenL(X/Xo) <>JL(X/X_i).
Proof Induction on n.
Consider the cofibration X_1/Xo

-

X,/X o —p X,/X,_ 1 .

L(X/X 0 ) !~ L(X/X_ 1 ) + L(X_ 1 /X 0 )
~

L(X/X_ 1 ) + >I' L(X/X1_ 1 )

E n L(X1/X 1_1 )
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Theorem 5.23

Suppose M is a smooth compact manifold,
f: M -+ R a Morse function,
Then L(M) < k - 1 where k is the number of critical
values off.

Proof Suppose f has critical values v1 <v2

< ... < v8

.

Choose e > 0 such that (v 1 , v, + e] contains no critical values.
Consider the filtration

0 C M' C M C ... C
By the lemma (5.22)

L(M)

L(Mvu/Mt_1).

But by Morse theory
Mv11M0I_1

point
{ wedge of spheres

i=1
i> 1

so L(M)<s-1.

Now consider the Morsification (1.3) of an isolated degenerate critical point c.
In this case LSC(c) = 2 (Corollary 4.7) and so gives no information however, a
similar argument to that above gives:

Theorem 5.24

Suppose M is a smooth manifold,
f: M - K smooth, proper and
c a (degenerate) critical point off with Conley index C(c),
Then L(C(c)) < the number of critical values obtained on
Morsification of c.
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Proof Take v, w E lEt regular values of f such that c is the only critical point
in the compact set

f 1 [v,w}.

Morsify c (1.30) taking N = f'[v, w] to produce a function f agreeing
with f on a neighbourhood of M\f -1 [v, w] with only non-degenerate
critical points on f 1 IV, w]. In view of iv) of 1.29 this may be done in
such a way that the resulting non-degenerate critical points have values
lying between v and w.
Let the critical values resulting from the Morsification of c be
v1 , v2 ,. . . , v 8 with v < v 1 <v2 < ... <v3 <w.

Choose r0 ,.

..

, r 8 such that

v=r0<v1<r1<v2<r2< ... <v
3 <r3

=W.

Then as in 5.23 above the filtration
MT°

c M'S' C ... C M'

gives L(ML/M.) < 5,

but MW/MV C(c)

Corollary 5.25

and thus

L(C(c)) <s.

Given k there is an isolated critical point c such that every
Morsification results in a collection of non-degenerate critical
points lying on at least k critical levels

of f.

Proof Lemmas 5.21 and 5.13 guarantee the existence of N such that
L(E RPN) > k. By theorem 4.9 there exists an isolated critical
point, c, with
C(c)

E RpN

The result follows on applying theorem 5.24.
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